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MAP ARCTIC / ANTARCTIC. The Alfred Wegener Institute for 
Polar and Marine Research in the Helmholtz Association 
operates the Koldewey and Samoylow Station in the Arctic 
as well as the Dallmann Laboratory, the Kohnen and Neu-
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Years of discovery
Let us take a look at the history of the Alfred Wegener Institute. For 25 years, we 
have been dedicated to the exploration of the Arctic, Antarctic and the oceans 
of the temperate latitudes. At the AWI, natural scientists from all disciplines 
work together, including biologists, chemists, physicists, oceanographers, me-
teorologists, geologists, geophysicists and glaciologists. 2005 is a very special 
year for the Alfred Wegener Institute: We celebrate not only the 25th anniver-
sary of the institute but also Alfred Wegener’s 125th birthday. The German geo-
physicist, after whom the institute was named, carried out several expeditions 
to Greenland early in his life, and developed the theory of continental drift. 
 Nowadays, scientists of the AWI are still fascinated by ice and oceans and pose 
questions which they address with curiosity, enthusiasm and patience. 
 We would like to express our gratitude to all sponsors and partners in co-
 operation who have supported and helpfully accompanied our institution 
through the 25 years since its establishment. This magazine gives insight into 




Director, Alfred Wegener Institute
Editorial
PROF. JÖRN THIEDE
Geologist and palaeontologist Professor 
 Jörn Thiede has been Director of the Alfred 
 Wegener Institute since 1997. He is also cur-
rent president of the International Scientific 
Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR).
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02 | Sea ice in the Arctic




PHOTO GALLERY | Polar and marine research are funda-
mental to the understanding of natural processes and their 
changeabilities on our planet. The extreme environments 
of the polar regions and the oceans significantly inf luence 
global climate events. Scientifically based global environ-
mental management can only be meaningful if natural and 
anthropogenic changes to the global environment are better 
understood.
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03 | The extreme conditions in the polar regions 
set highest requirements of humans and equipment.




04 | Penguins are f lightless birds. In Antarctica, 
eighteen  different species are found.
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05 | Polarstern is a double-hulled research icebreaker. She is capable of work at ambient 
temperatures down to -50°C and can, if necessary, over-winter in the ice of the polar seas.




06 | Iceberg in the Antarctic Ocean
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07 | Alfred Wegener and his team during the last phase of the Greenland traverse in 1913. 
Wegener has gone down in history as one of the greatest German polar researchers and 
geoscientists. His reputation is based primarily on the theory of continental drift, which 
he co-founded and publicised.
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08 | Sun dog in the Arctic
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09 | Polar bears have a circumpolar distribution across the Arctic. They live on 
pack ice, ice f loes, islands and along coasts. They can grow to 3 metre length 
and 1.50 metre height, and males may reach 650 kg in weight.




10 | Aerial photograph of tidal f lats in »Königshafen« to the north 
of Sylt; with Blue Mussel beds noticeable as dark areas, the island 
of »Uthörn«, and the meandering tidal channel in Königshafen Bay.





brary and public relations department all contribute to a 
support structure which facilitates successful research. 
For polar and marine researchers, expeditions under ad-
verse conditions are equally part of their work routine as 
laboratory studies at home. Cooperation with many na-
tional and international partners, training and instruc-
tion of upcoming scientists, participation in international 
In addition, the institute operates six research vessels (Po-
larstern, Heincke, Uthörn, Aade, Diker and Mya), five 
field stations (Neumayer, Koldewey, Dallmann, Kohnen 
and Samoylow) and two aircraft (Polar 2, Polar 4). Cur-
rently, the AWI has 780 employees. An institution of this 
size requires substantial services and administration: lo-
gistics management, computer centre, administration, li-
On July 15, 1980, the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI) was inaugurated in Bremerhaven. A quarter of a century later, 
the institute has four locations in Germany: the main headquarter in Bremerhaven and satellite stations in Potsdam, on 
Helgoland and on Sylt. 
Text TIM SCHRÖDER
 THE ALFRED WEGENER INSTITUTE 
for Polar and Marine Research has reason to celebrate…
11 | The new building of the Alfred Wegener Institute, inaugurated in May 2004, is located 
near the »Fischereihafenschleuse« in Bremerhaven. On 7,600 square metres, the building 
houses offices as well as biological and chemical laboratories for 240 employees.




12 | Over the past 20 years, Professor Gotthilf Hempel (to the left 
of Federal Minister for Research and Technology, Professor Heinz 
Riesenhuber) has been instrumental in developing marine re-
search in Germany as a high-performance and internationally 
recognised field of science. Between 1980 and 1991, Hempel, a bi-
ologist, was the first Director of the Alfred Wegener Institute.
tre. It decided on Kiel. However, within the Federal Ministry 
of Research at the time, an agreement was not reached as 
promptly. The cities of Kiel as well as Bremen and Bremer-
haven all had their advocates. In addition, a dispute arose 
between the sister-cities of Bremen and Bremerhaven. Dur-
ing this discussion over structural politics, then-chancellor 
Helmut Schmidt tipped the balance by siding for Bremer-
haven, which effectively ended the argument. Nowadays, 
the old dispute is water under the bridge and the AWI has 
become an integral part of the old seafarer town.
And how did the Alfred Wegener Institute get its name?
Prof. Gotthilf Hempel: Alfred Wegener is one of the few re-
ally prominent German polar researchers. He was an experi-
enced explorer and died in 1930 on the inland ice of Green-
land during a relief expedition. Wegener was a geophysicist, 
meteorologist and glaciologist and, in those capacities, not 
only a great research traveller and observer but also a dis-
tinguished theoretician. He developed the first in-depth ide-
as about the drifting of continents. Because his theories ap-
peared far-fetched at the time, he was met with hostility 
by his colleagues. It was not until the 1970s that Wegen-
er’s theory was proven correct. In his capacity as expedi-
tion leader, Wegener was very highly respected as a person. 
All in all, Alfred Wegener was the most appropriate candi-
date after whom to name Germany’s largest polar research 
institution. 
committees and research projects are all integral compo-
nents of their work.
 The Alfred Wegener Institute is a member of the Helm-
holtz Association of German Research Centres and operates 
on a budget of approximately 100 million Euro. It is funded 
jointly by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Re-
search (90%), by the state of Bremen (8%) and by the states 
of Brandenburg and Schleswig-Holstein (1% each). The AWI 
is the largest extramural research institution in the state of 
Bremen. Owing to its establishment, it was possible to ex-
pand marine research at the University of Bremen, and to 
found further institutes. With this network, Bremerhaven 
is now one of the most important locations for marine re-
search in Europe.
 Founding Director Professor Gotthilf Hempel recalls 
how the AWI came to Bremerhaven and how it received its 
name.
Why was Bremerhaven chosen as the site for the Alfred 
Wegener Institute?
Prof. Gotthilf Hempel: The choice of Bremerhaven as a lo-
cation for the AWI was really not so much a scientific deci-
sion but a consequence of regional politics. During the mid 
70s, Horst Grunenberg, social democratic MP from Bremer-
haven, explored the Antarctic Treaty and the possibilities 
for fisheries and resource development at the South Pole. 
This caught the attention of the federal government. Subse-
quently, a science council commission assessed which loca-
tion would be best suited for a German polar research cen-
12
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13 | Neumayer Station is resting on an Antarctic ice shelf, 200 metres thick and almost 
completely level. It is fully snow-covered. From a distance, only the ventilation chutes 
and satellite antenna are visible above the snow.





ly 80 centimetres per year, increasing 
weight on the station further. Occa-
sionally, one can hear cracking sounds 
inside the station, a clear indication 
that the ice continues to shift, deform-
ing the two corrugated iron pipes un-
derneath the ice from their original 
round into an oval diameter. Howev-
er, before they will be f lattened, »Neu-
mayer III« will be in place. This third 
Neumayer Station will start operating 
in 2008. Subsequently, the old station 
will be uncovered and dismantled, all 
functional contents will be moved to 
the new building, and all other mate-
rials will be disassembled into small-
er parts for transport and disposal by 
ship.
 Twelve metres below the ice, the 
Neumayer station houses a kitchen, a 
mess, wash- and living rooms, a hos-
pital and technical as well as research 
laboratories, all within two 90 me-
tre pipes connected by a passage. This 
might sound luxurious, but is far from 
it. Only about one third of the 2200 
square metre station is heated to room 
temperature by diesel generators. Also, 
for at least eight of the 15 months of 
their stay, members of the station 
team experience what it means to be 
completely isolated. At least nine oc-
cupants stay at the station throughout 
the year: A physician who also acts as 
No-one shows up here accidentally. 
Getting here is expensive, risky and ex-
traordinary. The German research sta-
tion »Neumayer« is located on the Ek-
stroem Ice Shelf at the north-eastern 
edge of the Weddell Sea, in the centre 
of the Antarctic ice desert. Although, 
at Neumayer, one is still 2155 kilome-
tres from the South Pole, average win-
ter temperatures of –25°C allow only 
one conclusion: this is the end of the 
world.
 Since 1981, the »Georg von Neu-
mayer Station« has been situated at the 
north-easterly shelf edge, buried inside 
the ice: in contrast to the research fa-
cilities of other nations built on rocky 
ground and erected on stilts, German 
polar researchers have, over the years, 
dug themselves in by several metres. 
From year to year, a growing mountain 
of snow has weighed down the station. 
In the end, it reached nine metres, with 
the ice continually moving, tearing 
and pushing. Eventually, in 1991/92, 
it was time for a new station building. 
The name »Neumayer Station« persist-
ed and utilisation of the facility for sci-
entific activities was secured for the 
next 15 years. However, the new struc-
ture is also gradually sinking into the 
snow and is exposed to the tremendous 
forces of the ice. The snow continues 
to accumulate at a rate of approximate-
station manager, two meteorologists, 
two geophysicists, an engineer, an elec-
trician, a radio-operator (electronics 
technician) and a cook constitute the 
over-wintering team each year. »Com-
pared to the capacity of other stations, 
Neumayer Station operates with much 
fewer personnel«, says Dr Hartwig Ger-
nandt, head of logistics at the Alfred 
Wegener Institute. 
 Scientists at Germany’s southern-
most work place carry out a long-term 
research programme. Various observ-
atories are available for this purpose. 
One is used for meteorology: Changes 
to the overall radiation budget on our 
planet and their effects on climate are 
central to the scientific investigations. 
Optical observations are taken eve-
ry three hours. Once a day a weather 
ballon gets launched. These particular 
data are added to the global network 
of the World Meteorological Organi-
sation, facilitating weather forecast-
ing. The second observatory is dedicat-
ed to geophysics. It is where seismic 
data are collected and where all major 
and minor earthquakes from around 
the globe are recorded. Neither move-
ments of shelf ice nor changes to the 
earth’s magnetic field go unnoticed. 
The third of Neumayer’s observatories 
is the most strenuous to reach, espe-
cially during bad weather: the data re
Conducting research in the Antarctic means dealing with extreme conditions. The German Neumayer Station provides 
scientists with a good base for this purpose: it is where they find the cleanest air on earth, are able to record earth-
quakes from around the globe, can work towards reconstructing the planet’s climate history from amidst the ice and 
study the ozone hole. 
Text KAROLINE SCHACHT
 POSITION: 
70° 39‘  S, 08° 15‘  W 
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voyage by ship. The f lights operated 
by »Dronning Maud Land Airway Net-
work« (DROMLAN) first stop at the Rus-
sian base Nowolazarewskaja, and from 
there continue on to Neumayer Sta-
tion. During the summer season, Neu-
mayer Station also functions as a logis-
tics headquarter for the operation of 
the polar aircraft as well as for the ve-
hicles travelling the 750 kilometres to 
Kohnen Station across the inland ice.
 At least once a year, the research 
ice breaker Polarstern calls at Neumay-
er Station and delivers new supplies, 
in particular food, equipment and 
fuel. In addition, Polarstern takes back 
all of the waste accumulated through-
out the year, thus fulfilling one of 
the requirements of the internation-
al »Protocol on Environmental Protec-
tion to the Antarctic Treaty«, ratified 
in 1998. As the 1961 Antarctic Treaty 
requires all member nations to coordi-
nate their operations and exchange sci-
entific results, the logistics managers 
also meet at international conferences. 
The »Council of Managers of National 
Antarctic Programmes« (COMNAP) pro-
vides a forum for the coordination and 
management of activities, ship times 
and supply of stations. For Neumayer 
Station, collaboration with South Afri-
ca, Russia, UK and Norway is of partic-
cording station of the air chemistry ob-
servatory measures trace gases, such as 
ozone, but also minute dust particles 
in the air. Since this recording site re-
quires extremely uncontaminated air 
conditions it is located 1.5 kilometres 
south of the inhabited station. In ad-
dition, substances that travel from the 
ocean into the atmosphere are traced 
here. Last but not least, the fourth ob-
servatory, opened in 2003, contains an 
infrasound array. As one of four infra-
sound observatories in the Antarctic 
it is part of the international »Com-
prehensive Test Ban Treaty« (CTBT) 
on nuclear weapons. Hence, Germany 
contributes to the internationally con-
ducted surveillance of the treaty re-
quirements.
FINALLY: SUMMER GUESTS 
Summer guests provide a welcome 
break in the icy monotony: they usu-
ally arrive in November and stay un-
til March. During this time, up to 50 
scientists enliven the station. Another 
positive aspect of the summer season 
is that scientists and technicians can 
now get to Neumayer Station within a 
few days through excellent plane con-
nections from Cape Town in South Af-
rica, rather than having to take a long 
ular interest as the research facilities 
of these countries are located in the vi-
cinity of the German station. However, 
the term »neighbourhood« is relative 
in the Antarctic: Nearest neighbours 
at Neumayer Station are the scientists 
from South Africa – approximately 200 
kilometres away.
THE FUTURE ABOVE THE ICE
Starting in 2008, life at Neumayer Sta-
tion will change considerably, because 
»Neumayer III« will be constructed dif-
ferently from its predecessors: With 
the station resting on stilts, hydraulic 
presses will maintain it at a constant 
elevation above ground, hence com-
pensating for variable snow levels. Two 
air-conditioned f loors of 1640 square 
metres each will house lounges, offic-
es, technical work spaces and laborato-
ries. The significant increase in space 
will accommodate even more scientists 
in the future. »Neumayer III« will have 
an aerodynamic exterior design to pro-
tect it against wind and to prevent ac-
cumulation of snow in the immediate 
vicinity of the station. The hydraulic 
adjustment will take place once a year, 
thus ensuring operation of the new 
station for 25 years to come. 




Daily sunshine duration during summer
Daily sunshine duration during winter
The most memorable Christmas
36.5 m/s (July 10, 2001) = 131.4 km/h
–  47.3° C (August 19, 1992)
+ 4.3° C (January 22, 1992)
24 hours (polar day – from Nov. 19 to Jan. 24)
0 hours (polar night – from May 19 to July 27)
»Before there were f lights to Neumayer Station, 
members of the over-wintering team often stayed 
by themselves over Christmas and enjoyed this very 
much. Nowadays, Christmas at the station is often 
hectic, busy and usually rather unromantic.« 






























14 | Atmospheric trace gases, such as ozone and minute air-borne dust particles, are 
measured in the air chemistry observatory. The observatory’s isolated location makes 
it an invaluable recording site with pristine air conditions.





Education and Research. It is crucial for the re-
searchers to be able to maintain constant work 
efficiency throughout the long expedition seg-
ments of 60 to 70 days because the operation 
of the f loating research institute is also expens-
ive.
 Nine laboratories on board house the scien-
tific equipment for all sorts of oceanographic, 
biological and geo-scientific studies. Cold-stor-
age rooms and aquaria ensure the safe trans-
port of samples and live marine animal collec-
tions back home. Additional large equipment 
may consist of a fishing net dragged from the 
stern of the vessel. Alternatively, it might be a 
»streamer« which, by means of hydrophones on 
board, can record a seismic profile of the sea-
f loor. Or perhaps »Victor 6000« is involved: The 
French underwater four tonne heavy-weight ro-
bot requires a crane to be placed in position. 
Polarstern provides sufficient space and pow-
er for all of these and other, highly variable, 
demands. Occasionally, scientists have encoun-
tered the rumour that they were travelling a 
luxury liner. Though the reality is different. 
Since the vessel offers such outstanding work-
ing conditions, research results have been ex-
cellent too. Ever since Polarstern’s maiden 
voyage in December 1982, scientific projects 
In December 1982, Polarstern began her first 
voyage to the polar regions. Soon after the re-
search ice breaker had been taken in commis-
sion, it was headed towards Antarctica. Since 
then, Polarstern has been travelling every year 
on a South Polar expedition from November to 
April, and has spent the summers in the Arc-
tic Ocean.
 On January 22, 1983, Professor Dieter Füt-
terer, marine geologist at the Alfred Wegener 
Institute, came aboard the vessel in Cape Town 
and accompanied the polar maiden voyage of 
the new ship. Exactly 20 years later, on January 
21, 2003, he left Polarstern for the last time, 
once more in Cape Town. Between these two 
dates, he spent a total of three and a half years 
aboard what he considers the »most important 
tool« for German polar research. »A ship like 
Polarstern represents a world of its own«, the 
widely travelled scientists reminisces. »Far be-
yond going to sea, there are many aspects that 
may work well on the drawing board at home, 
but turn out to be an altogether different ket-
tle of fish aboard a swaying platform in cold 
surroundings.« Apart from her solid technical 
facilities, Polarstern especially offers excellent 
working conditions for a maximum of 60 sci-
entists and is owned by the Federal Ministry of 
Since 1982, the ice-breaking research and supply vessel Polarstern has been the highest performing polar research ship 
in the world. Although she has travelled more than one million nautical miles she is still far from the end of her life of 
polar marine research expeditions.
Text KAROLINE SCHACHT
 POLARSTERN – 
Indispensable for research at sea




15 | Polarstern is able to pass through ice of 1.5 metre thickness at a speed 
of approximately 5 knots. Stronger ice has to be broken by ramming.
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nations of the vessel are one thing«, explains 
Dr Martin Boche, former captain of Polarstern 
from 1999 and 2002, who currently coordinates 
the vessel’s activities from ashore, »but also the 
ship’s operational management is different. As 
a captain, one collaborates with a chief scien-
tist of the trip, and the whole endeavour rep-
resents an expedition.« Members of the crew 
do not undergo specific training. However, the 
sailors rapidly grow into specialists through 
hands-on experience on board. Everyone is em-
ployed by Laeisz Shipping Company which has 
been servicing Polarstern for the Alfred Wegen-
er Institute since 1996.
 In contrast to other polar research vessels 
where science plays only a secondary role, Po-
larstern follows a clear scientific mandate. This 
means that a maximum of 44 crew personnel 
and up to 60 scientists can go on each expedi-
tion. By spring of 2005, more than 7,000 sci-
entists from over 35 countries had travelled 
aboard the vessel. On average, about one third 
 conducted aboard continue to provide inter-
esting and significant insights into the polar 
worlds above the ice and under water. 
KEY ASPECT: THE CREW
Polarstern was designed for operation in the 
polar oceans and spends almost 320 days per 
year at sea. For both, the crew and the captain, 
an expedition segment may last up to 90 days, 
a truly high-performance commitment. Nev-
ertheless, during 23 years in operation, fewer 
than 10 captains have guided Polarstern. »The 
skippers undergo extensive qualifying train-
ing«, says Jürgen Fischer, head of personnel at 
Laeisz shipping company. »Usually, the mas-
ter candidates are deployed initially in a posi-
tion of reduced responsibility for two voyag-
es«. As additional nautical officer they have the 
opportunity to get used to travelling through 
thick layers of ice, because guiding Polarstern 
is fundamentally different: »The unusual desti-
16 | Polarstern has tied up to sea ice in 
Atka Bay to supply Neumayer Station.




ically for research in the central, permanently 
ice-covered Arctic Ocean. The European multi-
disciplinary project has a monetary volume of 
250 Million Euros and includes numerous sci-
entists, engineers and technicians from the Al-
fred Wegener Institute and many other institu-
tions. With an overall length of 178 metres and 
50 megawatts engine power, the Aurora will be 
much more powerful than Polarstern. Further-
more, she will be equipped to travel the Arctic 
Ocean all year round. The mobile drilling rig 
is particularly exceptional in that it will allow 
drilling 1,000 metres into the sea f loor while 
already at a water depth of 4,000 metres. 
of researchers are visiting scientists from in-
ternational project partners, the second third 
comes from German universities and research 
institutions, and the remaining third is repre-
sented by scientists from the Alfred Wegener 
Institute itself.
 Polarstern is capable of almost every-
thing – except travelling to the Arctic Ocean 
in the middle of winter. In order to close this 
gap and to extend the scientific programme to 
include drilling of deep sea cores from contin-
ually ice-covered ocean regions, European en-
gineers have been working towards the design 
and construction of a new polar multi-purpose 
vessel: The Aurora Borealis will be used specif-
17 | From the control 
desk, engineers are 
guiding the vessel’s 
20,000 horsepower.
18 | Scientists enter 
 arctic sea ice.
17 18
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Ice of up to 1.5 metre thickness 
can be passed at 5 knots, up to 








Engine power (4 engines)
Maximum speed
Maiden voyage






approx. 14,000 kW (20,000 bhp)
16 knots
1982
> 1.1 million nautical miles 
since commissioning





19 | Polar 4 while approaching in the Antarctic
 VIEW FROM ABOVE – 
Flying across the vastness of the ice 
By employing the two polar aircraft Polar 2 and Polar 4, the Alfred Wegener Institute has been able to close major gaps 
in the methods available for scientific data collection. The aircraft have become invaluable for polar research.
Text KAROLINE SCHACHT
ice radar aboard Polar 2, ice of up to 4000 metre thickness 
can be screened from above and its vertical extent as well 
as inner structure can be mapped. However, instead of the 
expected basins, the computer monitor suddenly displayed 
the topography of a solid, gigantic mountain range from 
underneath the ice: its dimensions were equivalent to the 
Alps, with several valleys below sea level and some peaks 
rising to 3000 metres above chart datum! Such discoveries 
would be impossible without the use of aircraft. However, 
In 1996, when Polar 2 conducted one monitoring f light af-
ter another, the scientists really had a different objective: 
they were searching Dronning Maud Land for the most suit-
able site for the European ice drilling project EPICA (Euro-
pean Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica). In order to collect 
information about the climatic history of the past 300,000 
years, the scientists were planning to retrieve drill cores 
from an ice sheet of several kilometres thickness. Using so-
called radio echo-sounding technology (RES) special type of 




Spitsbergen, Greenland and Canada. The measurements 
were synchronised with the ground based stations of the 
Cryosat programme. The satellite Cryosat maps ice thick-
ness in the Arctic and Antarctic. Analysis of the data will re-
veal whether the ice cover is decreasing or expanding.
 Aircraft are also indispensable as a logistic tool in po-
lar research. Supply of Kohnen Station, a summer base lo-
cated approximately 700 kilometres inland from Neumayer 
at an inhospitable 3000 metres of altitude, would be impos-
sible without the aeroplanes. And as this problem arises for 
other polar research nations too, the »DROMLAN« project 
(Dronning Maud Land Airway Network) has been established 
in the Antarctic. In this project, Scandinavian, Russian and 
Japanese research institutions organise their expeditions 
together with the Alfred Wegener Institute. However, in fu-
ture, Polar 2 and Polar 4 will be relieved from their logistic 
tasks in this project: »The aircraft are too valuable, and we 
would like to put them to scientific use as much as possi-
ble«, says AWI geophysicist Dr Uwe Nixdorf. 
this is not the only reason why Polar 2 and Polar 4 have 
been firmly established as part of the research infrastruc-
ture of the Alfred Wegener Institute. Since 1983, both air-
craft have made an average of three extended expeditions 
annually to the Arctic and Antarctic. The company »Optima-
re Sensorsyteme AG« from Bremerhaven services and main-
tains the equipment on site. The German Aerospace Centre 
(DLR) provides the pilots. Both aircraft are well equipped 
for assignments in extreme environments: with their com-
bined wheel-ski undercarriage they are able to start and 
land on both concrete and snow runways. There are de-ic-
ing systems for the wing panels, heating pads for the gear-
box and batteries, and even during adverse weather condi-
tions, the planes return safely to ground. Despite all those 
features, however, starting becomes impossible during ex-
treme gales and at -54°C.
 Depending on the nature and demands of the research 
mission, scientists or engineers and various measuring sys-
tems are aboard. Records of the air f low in the polar atmos-
phere, for instance, are fed into the latest climate models. 
Using remote sensing systems in Polar 2, it is possible to 
map the earth’s magnetic and gravity fields. Polar 4 concen-
trates more on aerial chemistry: Trace gas and aerosol re-
cordings can be carried out directly with spectro- and pho-
tometers from aboard the plane. In addition, both aircraft 
collect routine data sets on temperature, humidity and bar-
ometric altitude, thus complementing the land based meas-
urements from the scientific observatories. Similar moni-
toring routines are also used in the Arctic. In 2004, the first 
scientific recording of ice cover by plane took place between 
20 | System check during whiteout conditions in the Antarctic. Us-
ing a starter generator, one of the two engines (starboard side) is 
being fired up for the purpose of testing the aircraft’s geophysical 
recording equipment while still aground.
21 | Re-fuelling of »Polar 4« at the South African summer research 
station E-base on Fimbulisen, Antarctic 
20
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22 | The prominent building designed by Oswald Ungers 
has enriched Bremerhaven’s cityscape since 1986.





After the German reunification, development 
of the research unit in Potsdam in 1992 repre-
sents a new priority so that the new building 
for 240 employees in Bremerhaven, located at 
»Handelshafen«, is only completed in 2004. Ad-
vanced systems for energy and rain water usage 
are integral components of the »Sustainable 
and Ecological Building« concept that is real-
ised here. Through courtyards and tower con-
structions, renowned Munich architect Otto 
Steidle has been able to create a reference to 
shipping also for this building. 
 Space will be needed in the future, too. Cur-
rently, the Alfred Wegener Institute in Bremer-
haven has approximately 600 employees. The 
harbour storehouse, used for storage and main-
tenance of equipment and large gear, is almost 
at capacity. Furthermore, it is planned to estab-
lish small businesses associated with polar re-
search here, as well as the proposed »Institute 
for Applied Marine Research« with its focus on 
fisheries biology, bionics and technology de-
velopment. The Alfred Wegener Institute in-
tends to work in close collaboration with these 
groups. 
In November of 1984, the topping-out ceremo-
ny for the new building of the institute prom-
ises relief. Oswald Matthias Ungers, one of the 
best known contemporary German architects, 
combines a traditional brick construction with 
modern ship design. The award-winning con-
cept does not only succeed in integrating the 
Columbus Centre into the urban structure, 
but, simultaneously, creates a reference to the 
maritime research focus in the disciplines of 
geosciences, biosciences, climate sciences and 
new technologies. However, not only scientists 
need space. The logistic servicing of the polar 
stations and research vessels is also organised 
here. Furthermore, Bremerhaven is a conven-
ient location for the Alfred Wegener Institute 
because it allows access to the harbour – home 
port of Polarstern. Maintenance of large sci-
entific equipment takes place in the harbour 
storehouse and the polar aircraft are based at 
the regional airport Luneort. 
 With areas of study such as climate research 
becoming ever more topical, the scientific tasks 
and logistic demands grow even more rapidly 
than anticipated. In 1987, as the new building, 
devised for 150 staff members, opens its doors, 
the space problems are far from solved. Soon 
afterwards, at the end of the 80s, an addition-
al extension building is planned and approved. 
The revival of polar research in Germany starts under crowded conditions. At the time of the official inauguration of the 
institute in 1980, scientists, technicians and administration of the Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar Research initially 
all share two floors of the Columbus-Centre in Bremerhaven. Although, in the following years, additional buildings are 
rented, the land-based infrastructure does not meet the demands. 
Text ANDREAS WOHLTMANN
 FROM A MODEST BEGINNING 
to becoming the centre of German polar and marine research
TOPPING-OUT CEREMONY 
OF THE NEW BUILDING IN 
1984
Architect Oswald Un-
gers, Bremen mayor 
Hans Koschnik, Board 
of Trustees president 
Wolfgang Fincke, Insti-
tute Director Gotthilf 
Hempel, Bremen science 
senator Horst-Werner 
Francke.





approximately 90 percent. One of the scientists 
aboard the ship that day was Dr Eike Rachor 
who, already in 1978, had predicted oxygen de-
ficiency for specific regions of the North Sea. »I 
was ridiculed at the time«, remembers Rachor. 
Areas of oxygen depletion in the ocean are iden-
tified by water saturation levels of 50 percent or 
less compared to normal values. Fish and many 
other ocean dwellers literally cannot breathe 
August 25, 1981: After a routine sampling trip 
to the area outside the mouth of the Elbe estu-
ary, the Victor Hensen headed northwest. Near 
Helgoland, a disconcerting discovery was made: 
a large water body almost depleted of oxygen 
– for the first time identified offshore in the 
North Sea. The oxygen saturation was only 40 
percent – too low for any fish or other sensitive 
organism to last. Normal values in seawater are 
Bremerhaven has potential – especially for marine research. With the integration of the In-
stitute for Marine Research (IfMB) in 1985, the Alfred Wegener Institute not only adopted a 
cotton shed more than 100 years old, but also the Victor Hensen. From aboard this research 
vessel, scientists made a challenging discovery.
Text NADINE QUERFURTH 
OCEAN DWELLERS 
OUT OF BREATH 
23 | Cod suffers from anoxic conditions in the North Sea.




a  result of increased nutrient input, planktonic 
algae form large blooms which are decomposed 
during and after sinking to the seafloor, a proc-
ess that requires enormous amounts of oxygen. 
»Calm weather conditions with little wind fa-
cilitate the development of oxygen depleted ar-
eas in deeper waters«, explains Eike Rachor. For 
bottom-dwelling animals, oxygen deficiency 
can be fatal.
 Since 1969, Eike Rachor has documented 
the changes of the seafloor. Such long-term 
monitoring series of bottom fauna were already 
a focus of the Institute for Marine Research and 
have been continued at the Alfred Wegener In-
stitute for Polar and Marine Research. The dra-
matic outcome of this long-term and other re-
search work in the German Bight: About 200 
species of invertebrate animals are now on the 
»red-list« of endangered species, including sea 
urchins, snails, bivalves, lobster and worms. 
Presently, the pollution of the North Sea has 
declined somewhat: sewage and other waste 
dumping is prohibited and rivers have become 
cleaner. However, the long-term effects of ag-
riculture on marine ecosystems and the im-
pacts of fisheries on seafloor organisms re-
main severe. »The most significant changes 
are nowadays caused by the heavy fishing gear 
of the bottom fisheries; the seafloor is literal-
ly ploughed«, explains Rachor. His colleague, 
Dr Alexander Schröder, sees the fact that there 
is hardly any place in the German Bight which 
under those conditions. Eike Rachor worked 
at the Institute for Marine Research in Bremer-
haven at that time. Since 1985 it has been amal-
gamated with the Alfred Wegener Institute for 
Polar Research. Subsequently, the renowned in-
stitution carried the new name Alfred Wegener 
Institute for Polar and Marine Research, a way 
of acknowledging that marine research would 
represent an additional priority.
ALARMING CHANGES ON THE SEAFLOOR
Only one month after the discovery, a storm 
at sea put an end to the incident. Through the 
strong winds the sea water was enriched with 
oxygen even at greater depths. However: »In the 
1980s, we detected similar phenomena on three 
different occasions, sometimes associated with 
a die-off of many bottom-dwelling animals. And 
in 2003, saturation values, once again, dropped 
almost to critical levels«, says Rachor. The scien-
tist links the oxygen deficiency to pollution and 
eutrophication of the oceans. Until 1980, sew-
age sludge was often disposed into the sea, and 
waste water input via rivers, as well as inten-
sive agriculture contribute to the effect. Hence, 
humans are largely and in many cases respon-
sible for the problems of oxygen deficiency. As 
HEINCKE
As a result of its versa-
tile equipment (winch 
and crane systems, 
telecommunications 
facilities and sounding 
devices), the research 
vessel Heincke may be 
used for a broad spec-
trum of biological and 
hydrographical research 





tor the development of 
fish populations in the 
North Sea through regu-
lar sampling
25 | Blue mussels and 
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an enormous change to the ecosystem which is 
otherwise dominated by soft sediments: Hard 
substrata suddenly become part of the habitat. 
They can be colonised by organisms which are 
typically rare or absent in a soft sediment com-
munity, for instance species of sea anemones, 
bivalves or barnacles.
INVESTIGATION PERIOD TOO SHORT
Scientists have had little more than a year’s 
time to document how the underwater struc-
tures of the FINO1 platform are colonised by 
organisms. It became apparent that the hard 
substrata have a strong impact on the species 
communities. Increasingly more predators, 
such as sea stars, colonise the structures and 
feed on the fouling assemblage. The species 
composition not only varies seasonally but also 
annually and presumably takes several years to 
 stabilise. Beo FINO will be continued for anoth-
er three years. This will allow scientists to mon-
itor the effects on species communities over 
an extended period of time. Further emphasis 
will be placed on predicting cumulative effects 
 using computer models. Wind parks comprise 
not just individual turbines providing addi-
tional hard substrata but hundreds of them. 
not fished as the biggest problem. »There sim-
ply is no refuge for exploited fish populations 
to recover and for the bottom fauna to stabi-
lise«, says Schröder.
STRATEGIES FOR SUSTAINABLE FISHERIES
The EU-funded project »RESPONSE« aims to ad-
dress exactly this question: How will the fau-
na of the seafloor change if there is no more 
fishing? At several European sites, i. e. in the 
German Bight, the Irish Sea and on the Med-
iterranean coast, scientists observe the sea-
f loor and the animals living there. Alexander 
Schröder from the AWI coordinates the project 
component for the German Bight. The research 
platform FINO1 is located near the island of 
Borkum. For security reasons, an area of 0.5 kil-
ometre radius around the platform is exclud-
ed from all traffic and fishing. This area is used 
for for investigations within the  RESPONSE 
project. Scientists hope to be able to assess the 
medium and long-term effects of bottom trawls 
and other fishing gear on seafloor organisms. 
This might allow the development of improved 
guidelines and policies for sustainable fisher-
ies.
UNDERWATER IMAGES – JUST A MOUSE-CLICK 
AWAY
From their desks in Bremerhaven, scientists 
are able to remotely control a camera and vid-
eo system installed on the research platform 
FINO1. For this purpose, they log into the com-
puter and, by mouse-click, steer a camera into 
the water. With another click, the camera takes 
digital underwater images at various water 
depths. These activities contribute to another 
BMU-supported North Sea project coordinated 
by Alexander Schröder of the Alfred Wegener 
Institute: BeoFINO assesses the ecological ef-
fects of future offshore wind parks on the ma-
rine environment. The pillars of wind turbines 
are secured in the seafloor and hence represent 
FINO
In the autumn of 2003, 
the research platform 
FINO1, located 45 kilo-
metres north of Borkum 
at 28 metre water 
depth, started operat-
ing. The wind-recording 
tower is 100 metres 
high.




26 | Typical examples of the North Sea bottom fauna: 
Crab, sea stars, sea anemone.





ing off small algae. »This was the first 
clue as to how krill survive the long 
Antarctic winter«, says Professor Sigrid 
Schiel of the Alfred Wegener Institute 
who was also onboard Polarstern in 
1986.
 Apparently, Euphausia superba 
has found itself a true niche: the ear-
lier hypothesis that krill, on the one 
hand, seek refuge from predators such 
as seals and penguins underneath the 
ice, and, on the other hand, find excel-
lent living and feeding conditions in 
this habitat, is still valid. As food for 
Had UWE not come and taken those 
beautiful pictures, it might have taken 
many more years before krill research 
at the AWI had made its break-through: 
For the 1986 Polarstern expedition to 
the South Polar Sea, the first over-win-
ter stay of the vessel in the Antarctic 
pack ice zone, the scientist Hans Peter 
Marschall was on board. The krill re-
searcher had brought UWE, »his« Un-
der Water Explorer with integrated 
film camera. UWE was employed as a 
diving robot and could place optical 
equipment underneath the ice sheet. 
The images taken showed vast numbers 
of krill below the ice! Previously, scien-
tists had assumed that the shrimp-like 
animals only occurred free-swimming 
in open water, i.e. that they were pelag-
ic. Now they were forming dense clus-
ters underneath the ice.
 Subsequent experiments invali-
dated other preconceptions: Algae-cov-
ered glass sheets were grazed by the 
small crustaceans as if scraped clean. 
Hence, krill were not only filter feed-
ers, obtaining their food while drifting 
through the water, but also crawled 
across the underside of ice f loes, scrap-
Astounding results about the life and ecology of the Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba) have emerged since the mid 
1980s from the work of AWI scientists. After the utilization of krill as a suitable source of protein was ruled out for the 
near future, the scientific questions have focused on the krill’s survival strategies during winter.
Text KAROLINE SCHACHT
marine mammals and sea birds krill 
play a central role in the Antarctic eco-
system. However, some aspects of their 
ecology are still unknown.
WHICH QUESTIONS DOES SCIENCE HAVE 
FOR THE KRILL? 
The insights from 1986 and subse-
quent years made one thing very 
clear: The world still knew far too lit-
tle about krill. The AWI collaborat-
ed in the international BIOMASS pro-
gramme which was initiated in 1976 
 HOW DO KRILL MAKE IT THROUGH 
the winter?
 KRILL EXIST IN VAST NUMBERS. Currently, 85 species of krill have been de-
scribed. However, just the biomass of Euphausia superba alone is estimated at 265 
million tonnes. Since krill occur in massive swarms, the idea to utilize this unlimited 
resource as a new source of protein seemed obvious. However, the plan was dropped 
quickly because the small crustaceans turn into an inedible pulp very soon after being 
caught when their own aggressive enzymes digest the animals themselves. Furthermore, 
the f luoride content in the carapace is much too high. Nowadays, a machine strips the 
meat of the freshly caught krill from the carapace within minutes of coming out of the 
water. Otherwise, the largest percentage of the catch ends up as krill meal in aquacul-
ture. In Japan, krill is highly sought after as bait for (sport) fisheries.




many krill are there, anyway? When es-
timates of the overall krill biomass hit 
the one million ton mark, the num-
bers began to rouse the interest of the 
commercial fishery. Nowadays, approx-
imately 100,000 tons of the estimat-
ed 65 to 265 million tons of krill are 
fished annually from the polar ocean. 
The maximum harvest limit is regulat-
ed internationally by CCAMLR.
 Globally, krill is also of interest 
in a completely different context: »De-
spite the f luoride, chitin from the 
krill’s carapace is much purer than 
from an insect carapace«, says Profes-
sor Dr Ulrich Bathmann, chair of the 
department of Biological Oceanogra-
phy. »The pharmaceutical industry is 
interested in krill chitin in order to 
utilize it in ointments and for medical 
wound healing.«
with the object of providing »a deep-
er understanding of the structure and 
dynamics of the Antarctic ecosystem 
as a basis for future utilization of its 
living natural resources«. The AWI had 
practically committed to conducting 
krill research: When the German fed-
eral government signed the »Conven-
tion on the Conservation of Antarctic 
Marine Living Resources« (CCAMLR) in 
1980, it also committed itself to regu-
lar research contributions about krill 
and fish populations.
 Scientific activities following the 
1986 discoveries were concerned with 
the krill’s faecal pellets (matter) which 
contain(s) an unusual amount of or-
ganic material, i.e. almost undigest-
ed food items. The krill faeces rapidly 
sink towards the seafloor, hence ex-
porting the organic material into oth-
er habitats deeper in the ocean. How 
INTERESTING STRATEGIES
During winter, there is not much food 
for the krill because the dark season 
limits algal growth, and the remaining 
prey items also withdraw – how, then, 
do krill survive those meagre times? Do 
they lower their metabolism, utilize fat 
reserves, or do they even shrink? AWI 
researchers know: All of these strate-
gies actually occur. In July, 2006, a new 
krill expedition will set out to the Ant-
arctic and address these questions. 
27 | Krill is a Norwegian term for »whale food«. The animals 
grow to six centimetres in length, two grams in weight and 
probably six years old.





oceans and lakes, undisturbed and as 
perfect as on the day they were formed. 
They offer information about ancient 
climate histories on earth. In addition, 
diatoms also provide current evidence 
of changes to water quality caused by 
humans.
 In order to make use of such »serv-
ices« by diatoms, researchers have to 
revert to collections: the preserved 
type material gives reference points 
that are crucial for the correct identi-
fication of specimens.
THE HUSTEDT STUDY CENTRE AT THE AWI 
– INVALUABLE RESOURCE FOR DIATOM RE-
SEARCH ACROSS THE WORLD
Friedrich Hustedt (1886-1968), school 
principal from Bremen, was fascinated 
by diatoms throughout his life. He cre-
ated one of the largest collections in the 
world which was integrated into the 
Diatoms have established successful-
ly in most aquatic environments on 
earth, including sea and fresh water 
systems and the liquid films on trees. 
The cool-aesthetic structures, howev-
er, represent only the formal aspect 
of these organisms. Due to their enor-
mous biomass in the world’s oceans, 
the photosynthetically active unicellu-
lar algae are major players on the glo-
bal climate stage: »Roughly 25 percent 
of primary production comes from dia-
toms. Their significance for global oxy-
gen and carbon budgets is comparable 
to tropical rain forests«, says Dr Klaus 
Valentin of the Alfred Wegener Insti-
tute (AWI).
DIATOMS INDICATE CHANGE – FROM THE 
PAST AND PRESENT
For more than 50 million years, dia-
tom shells have rested at the bottom of 
All of the triangles, rods and rollers follow a strictly symmetrical design. Some of the species bear resemblance to 
space ships or to the facet eyes of insects. The diatoms, unicellular algae, all follow the same principle of construction 
in which a box is covered by a lid, but have evolved a remarkable range of variation on this principle. 1987 saw the 
publication of the »Atlas and Catalogue of The Diatom types of Friedrich Hustedt« by Dr Reimer Simonsen. Hustedt 
was the foremost specialist in these organisms for most of the 20th century and his work forms a major foundation for 
modern research on them.
Text JÖRN HILDEBRAND
former Institute for Marine Research, 
predecessor to the AWI. Hustedt, one 
of the leading diatom researchers of 
the 20th century, described more than 
2000 taxa, i.e. more than many of his 
colleagues would even have seen in 
their entire lifetime. The first cura-
tor of the Study Centre, Dr Reimer Si-
monsen, together with technical as-
sistant Friedel Hinz, accomplished 
the lengthy and difficult task of find-
ing and photographing all of Hustedt’s 
type material. In 1987, the three vol-
ume atlas of his extensive type mate-
rial set was published. It represents a 
rare collection of information and im-
ages. Today, the AWI stores approxi-
mately 80,000 microscope preparation 
slides and 30,000 samples of material 
at its Hustedt Study Centre.
 Apart from type material from oth-
er diatom researchers being continual-
ly added to the collection, a data base 
MICRO-WORLD COLLECTION 




 However, molecular genetic dia-
tom research at the AWI also facili-
tates man’s utilization of the »Fruit de 
Mer«. Over the past 20 years, toxic al-
gae which may cause major damage in 
mariculture operations have occurred 
more and more frequently. Among 
them are also diatoms. However, spe-
cies identification of the toxin-produc-
ers is difficult. Often, they are only 
recognised when it is already too late. 
This is where gene sensors can help: 
they unequivocally identify toxic algae 
by specific DNA sequences, before they 
can cause harm.
 The species-rich world of diatoms 
holds tremendous potential which, to 
date, has hardly been explored: Nan-
otechnology has become interested in 
the minute »muscle fibres« operating 
in the diatoms’ double shell. And the 
algae also provide a service to the food 
industry: Omega-3 fatty acids, which 
has been established: in this way, im-
ages and information about species, 
locations or publications can be ac-
cessed from across the world. »We have 
already photographed approximate-
ly 7500 microscope preparation slides 
with a digital camera and placed them 
on the internet«, explains Dr Richard M 
Crawford, current curator of the Frie-
drich Hustedt Study Centre at the AWI.
GENETIC DIATOM RESEARCH – SERVICE TO 
MAN
Nowadays, genetic methods have been 
added to the spectrum of biodiver-
sity research on diatoms: The work-
ing group under Dr Linda Medlin uses 
gene sequencing to unravel the phylog-
eny and evolution of the whole diatom 
division, providing a significant com-
plement to the collection at the study 
centre.
strengthen particularly the nervous 
system in humans, are extracted from 
their metabolism. »The AWI is integrat-
ed in this kind of research«, elaborates 
Klaus Valentin, »because we decode 
which diatom gene produces these val-
uable fatty acids.« 
28 | Light microscope image 
of Antarctic diatoms.
29 | Scanning electron microscope image 
of the diatom Fragilaropsis sp.





By means of the balloon sensors, scientists 
record standard weather parameters such as 
temperature, air pressure, humidity and wind 
speed, as well as important data for ozone re-
search which has been emphasised at the sta-
tion for a long time. In a dedicated observato-
ry building, instruments such as the »Lidar« 
(Light Detection And Ranging) find their ap-
plication. The multi-wavelength lidar is one of 
Such balloon launches are part of the moni-
toring routine at Koldewey Station on Spits-
bergen. In 1988, researchers of the Alfred We-
gener Institute started working in Ny-Ålesund, 
a former mining settlement with the world’s 
most northerly pit train. Since 1991, Koldewey 
Station has been occupied continually, and the 
»Blue House« with working and living space 
constitutes its heart.
At 32 kilometres altitude, it has fulfilled its mission: A white, helium-filled weather balloon. As 
the air pressure keeps declining, its volume increases 60fold. Eventually, the rubber wall gives 
in, and the balloon simply bursts. The attached measuring equipment, roughly the size of a shoe 
box, plunges into the sea and is irretrievably lost. By this time, however, a radio transmitter has 
sent all important data instantly to the Koldewey Station in Ny-Ålesund on Spitsbergen.
Text NADINE QUERFURTH
GREEN FINGER, 
BLUE HOUSE AND 
WHITE BALLOONS
30 31




30 | Launch of a bal-
loon-borne ozone sensor. 
The routine launchings 
of weather and ozone 
balloons are part of the 
daily recording tasks of 
the station manager.
A helium-filled balloon 
is launched at Koldewey 
Station to take an ozone 
sensor up to 30 km al-
titude.
31 | The NDSC observa-
tory with the green 
laser beam of the Lidar 
system for optical meas-
urements in the atmos-
phere. 
base will encourage researchers from both na-
tions to jointly prepare, fund and realise their 
projects. The fields of investigation at the sta-
tion are manifold: during winter and spring, 
atmospheric processes take priority, whereas 
biological studies are at the top of the agen-
da during summer. Research topics addressed 
range from glaciological, chemical and geo-
physical enquiries, to the exploration of sea-
weed communities in the Kongsfjord and of 
bacteria living in permafrost soils. The French-
German research base is probably the only sta-
tion in the world where the effects of ultravi-
olet radiation on organisms is studied across 
such a wide spectrum, i.e. at 32 kilometres alti-
tude through balloon measurements and down 
at 20 metres underwater depth through diving 
excursions.
 One highlight in Ny-Ålesund is the inaugu-
ration of the newly constructed international 
marine research laboratory in June 2005. This 
joint project is a prime example for the inter-
national collaboration typical for Ny-Ålesund. 
New opportunities created in this state of the 
art laboratory provide new impulses for marine 
research.  
the most expensive research tools at the station 
and sends a visible green laser beam into the 
sky: The »green finger«. By analysing the small 
amount of backscattered radiation, captured 
by a telescope, researchers are able to calculate 
the concentration of suspended particles – the 
aerosols – at various altitudes. In lower layers 
of the atmosphere, aerosols influence the cli-
mate, whereas in higher strata they are impor-
tant for chemical reactions that play a major 
role in ozone depletion. In 1989, the research-
ers made an important discovery: Using the 
lidar of Koldewey Station, scientists observed, 
for the first time, so-called polar stratospheric 
clouds (PSC) over Spitsbergen, a special effect of 
aerosols in the atmosphere.
 Since the measurements at the observato-
ry are exceptional and will be continued in the 
long term, Koldewey Station has been a mem-
ber of the global »Network for the detection of 
stratospheric change« (NDSC) since 1992.
 In Ny-Ålesund, the common language is 
»MultiCulti«. The research village consists of 12 
scientific stations with researchers from many 
different countries: Norway, Sweden, UK, Hol-
land, Spain, Italy, USA, Japan, China, Korea, 
Germany and France. The international col-
laboration provides the basis for a remarka-
bly successful research location. Since the Ger-
man Koldewey Station joined forces with the 
French station »Charles Rabot« and amalga-
mated into the French-German Arctic research 
base in 2003, Spitsbergen has been animated by 
new spirit. Both institutions – the German Al-
fred Wegener Institute and the French polar re-
search institute IPEV (Institute Polaire Français 
Paul Emile Victor) – recognise the benefit of 
previous logistic facilities and equipment from 
both stations superbly complementing one an-
other. The German contribution includes snow 
mobiles, a car, an electronics workshop and an 
atmospheric research laboratory, whereas the 
French have a large supply of tents, sleeping 
bags, and – crucially important – guns for the 
protection against polar bears. The research 
THE BLUE HOUSE,
oldest building of the 
French-German research 
base, represents the 
heart of Koldewey Sta-
tion. In the past, the 
Blue House accommodat-
ed the administration of 
Kings Bay Kull Company.





32 | Various glass sponges at 230 metre depth. These animals may be common in regions of the high 
Antarctic shelf where they provide a three-dimensional structure to the habitat. Feather stars and 
sea cucumbers preferentially live on these sponges. In between, gorgonian corals and bryozoans are 
the primary colonisers.
and videos provided us with a com-
pletely new sense of what life is like on 
the bottom of the Antarctic Ocean«, re-
members Dr Julian Gutt of the Alfred 
Wegener Institute (AWI), who was on 
board in 1989. An estimated 17,000 spe-
cies constitute the benthos around the 
South Pole – compared to only about 
1,000 species in the North Sea a very 
diverse environment.
The 1989 EPOS (European Polarstern 
Study) voyage to the Antarctic dedi-
cates one full expedition leg to the 
benthos of the south polar seafloor. 
The researchers use video- and still 
camera equipment for their investiga-
tion. »Animals that used to be collect-
ed with nets, grabs and cores, were of-
ten squashed or collapsed before they 
reached the surface. The photographs 
DIVERSITY IN ADVERSITY
Animal diversity extends across three 
dimensions at the Antarctic seafloor: 
hardly a sponge that does not accom-
modate other species as lodgers, hard-
ly a rock that is not overgrown. Fish 
like to rest on stalked sea squirts or lol-
lipop sponges. From such look-outs, 
they can keep an overview and save en-
White glass sponges, more than one metre tall, light up. Feather stars with five slender waving arms are attached to 
their surfaces. Bivalves have tied up to the solid spines of a pencil sea urchin. And the tentacles of bristle worms and 
sea anemones are dancing with the currents.
Text JÖRN HILDEBRAND
BROKEN SILENCE 
in cold and darkness




versity like gigantic planes. »These ice-
bergs cause lasting disturbances in the 
ecosystem«, explains Gutt, »because the 
faunal community of sponges, echino-
derms and many others needs a long 
time to recover.«
 The patchwork of life continues 
to recreate itself. However, only when 
large, one-metre sponges are back, has 
the final phase of re-colonisation been 
reached. Currently, the time frame and 
details of this process are unknown and 
are being studied within the »benthos 
disturbance experiment« (BENDEX): 
The seafloor is cleared through trawl-
ing in an area of 1,000 x 100 metres, 
thus simulating scouring by icebergs. 
Over subsequent years, researchers 
will monitor the developments follow-
ing »time zero«. 
 Iceberg scouring occurs again and 
again in different places, creating ad-
joining fields of old and new distur-
bances. Quite literally, iceberg dynam-
ics repeatedly interrupt the stability of 
silence and cold.
 »Spatial modelling helps us in un-
derstanding biodiversity«, clarifies 
Gutt. »Modelled after nature, the com-
puter-simulated scenarios that are es-
pecially colourful have the highest bi-
ergy by »sitting down«. Conserving re-
sources makes sense where conditions 
are so inhospitable, i.e. freezing cold 
and constantly dark. The food supply 
ultimately comes from above, through 
planktonic algae in the upper, light-
f looded, zone – at least throughout the 
short Antarctic summer.
 Under extreme conditions, when 
temperature and salinity remain high-
ly stable over time – would one not 
expect species communities with 
large-scale replication of distribution 
patterns? »The more images we saw 
from below, the more surprised we 
were: Areas densely covered with life 
kept alternating with bleak deserts of 
little diversity«, Gutt elaborates. The 
photographs show planes with small 
mounds around the edges – how do 
such areas develop?
MASSIVE DISTURBANCES CHARACTERISE 
THE COLD DAILY ROUTINE IN THE DEEP
As part of Antarctic everyday life, ice 
blocks that break off the edge of gla-
ciers or the ice shelf start moving 
around. The ones that are large and 
heavy enough to extend to the seafloor 
simply clear the three-dimensional di-
odiversity. These are areas with several 
older iceberg scours in close proximity 
of one another.«
 The Antarctic seafloor offers 
unique opportunities for ecological re-
search: It is characterised solely by nat-
ural disturbances and almost free of 
human impacts. However, this could 
change in the future because global 
warming affects even the depths of the 
Antarctic Ocean: The frequency of ice-
berg calving and subsequent seafloor 
scouring could increase – exceeding 
the recovery potential of this diverse 
world of cold and darkness. 
33 | Glass sponges are utilised by 
many feather stars as attachment 
substratum.
34 | A sponge community at 300 
metre depth, dominated by ball 
sponges.
35 | Stalked »lollipop sponge« in an 
area, that has been devastated by 
iceberg scouring.
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frameworks contain more than 100,000 
equations. Sometimes, the AWI com-
puters need months to produce a re-
sult. It has been known that there are 
various water masses in the oceans. 
These are gigantic coherent water bod-
ies with almost uniform temperature, 
salinity and density. So-called Ant-
arctic Bottom Water, for instance, is 
Professor Dirk Olbers is one of those 
people that try to approach the world 
through numbers. Ocean currents, 
those mighty conveyer belts that are 
responsible for heat transfer across 
the seas, are the oceanographer’s hob-
byhorse. The scientist works on math-
ematical models describing these 
processes. Some of his numerical 
formed in the Weddell Sea. Because of 
severe cooling at the surface, the sea-
water freezes to ice. Since the ice con-
tains very little salt, the seawater salin-
ity rises, and consequently its density. 
It becomes heavier and sinks to great 
depths at the bottom. This water body 
is one of the heaviest in the world. 
Like an avalanche in slow motion, it 
spreads from its relatively small re-
gion of origin to the bottom layers of 
all oceans. Inconspicuous changes in 
salinity and temperature can be suf-
ficient to bring an ocean to the boil. 
In the Arctic, for instance, cold wa-
ter masses sink and thus contribute to 
the activities of the Atlantic circula-
tion pump and the Gulf Stream: While 
cold water sinks, warm water replaces 
it at the surface. The ocean works like 
a colossal heat machine which contrib-
utes significantly to thermal transfer 
across the globe. »The challenge, how-
ever, is not the simulation of the larg-
est ocean currents«, says Olbers, »really 
difficult is the representation of small 
turbulent processes«. The oceans are 
full of those. High ocean ridges stretch 
across the deep sea f loors, acting as ob-
In order to understand the processes that shape earth’s climate, one must fathom the oceans’ currents because both 
are closely linked. Above all, this requires powerful computers that are fed with equations and countless data points. 
With the assistance of computers, the world becomes transparent. So in 1992, the Alfred Wegener Institute raised 
attention by publishing the multi-coloured atlas of the South Ocean, both in printed format and as the first internet 
project.
Text TIM SCHRÖDER
AN OCEAN of numbers
 MODERN DATA HANDLING. The Computer Centre is the brain of the AWI. All 
information converges in its enormous data bases – data records from expeditions, 
including hydrographic, meteorological and seismic data. In the early days of the 
AWI, the Bremerhaven scientists used high performance computers at the University 
of Stuttgart, connected to the institute through a then exclusive and expensive data 
line. At first, mainly data records from Polarstern expeditions were collected. The 
enhancement of oceanographic projects and the beginning of computer modelling 
in the 80s, however, required an independent powerful computer centre. Since then, 
simultaneously operating high-power computers in Bremerhaven have performed 
complex simulations or calculated disturbance models. Furthermore, a working group 
for scientific computing was established at the AWI in the mid 90s. This group makes 
extensive use of the Computer Centre. For several years, the computers have also been 
employed in bioinformatics. In this context, they facilitate genetic fingerprinting of 
marine organisms or the genetic decoding of proteins.
1990




metres diameter could be tracked for 
months. Such insights considerably 
affect the understanding of ocean dy-
namics and their significance for our 
climate. 
 Although Olbers juggles with im-
mense formulas and computer calcu-
lations, he primarily trusts paper, pen-
cil and human judgement. »This is the 
best way to understand the fundamen-
tals of the processes«, he says. »Only if 
you have a grasp of the principle, you 
will be able to interpret complex com-
puter models correctly.« However, he 
admits that, without high-power com-
puters, his work would not be possi-
ble.
 Just as in 1990, when Olbers, to-
gether with two Russian colleagues 
from the Arctic and Antarctic Research 
Institute in St. Petersburg, started a 
true Sisyphean task – the production of 
the »Hydrographic Atlas of the South-
ern Ocean«. The researchers assembled 
data from research expeditions of the 
past 90 years that had been collected 
by various international research in-
stitutions. Overall, they checked and 
tabulated roughly one million data 
stacles within the currents and caus-
ing them to rotate. Turbulences lead to 
intermixing of different water bodies 
alongside their boundaries. They redis-
tribute heat, salt and nutrients and, 
therefore, have a major effect on condi-
tions in the ocean environment. How-
ever, it is difficult to pin them down 
mathematically. 
 As it turns out, these types of tur-
bulences are particularly pronounced 
in the Antarctic circum-polar current. 
Driven by strong westerly winds be-
tween 40 and 60 degrees southern lat-
itude, which once frightened sailors 
around Cape Horn, the Antarctic wa-
ter body circulates clockwise around 
the Southern Continent. Until some 
years ago, experts assumed a relative-
ly steady movement onto which small-
scale disturbances, so-called eddies, 
were superimposed. Olbers was one 
of the researchers who demonstrat-
ed with their theoretical calculations 
that the current would not exist with-
out these countless small elements of 
turbulences. A few years ago, their ex-
istence was proven. From satellites, ed-
dies of up to about two hundred kilo-
points for salinity, temperature and 
oxygen concentration. Two years later, 
the enormous piece of work was print-
ed – the first atlas of its kind produced 
with computer graphics. Previously, 
it had been customary to use hand-
drawn maps. In addition, the immense 
data base was intended to be accessible 
to scientists all over the world. The in-
ternet – still in its infancy at the time 
– offered an ideal medium. In 1992, 
the Hydrographic Atlas was published 
as the first internet project of the Al-
fred Wegener Institute. And whoever 
feels like it can still check where the 
old research vessel »Deutschland« took 
its samples in 1911. 
36 | The standard piece of equipment for recording water properties is the CTD sensor
37 | An oceanographic mooring with a top buoy and a transmitter leaves the ship. Several thousand meters of cable, assembled with a 
variety of instruments, are going to follow. 
36 37
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38 | A special event: Oden at the North Pole





The preparations for the drilling expedition go 
back 14 years: At that time, the ice breaker Po-
larstern and Oden had ventured into the mer-
ciless maelstrom of the Arctic pack ice. For a 
long time only the Russian nuclear ice break-
ers had risked the trip into the ice desert; re-
search vessels avoided the region. Therefore, 
knowledge about the geological structure of 
the ocean f loor between Greenland and Siberia, 
In September 2004, Kate Moran from the Uni-
versity of Rhode Island and Jan Backmann from 
Stockholm University announced an unparal-
leled success: Together with an international 
team of researchers they had been able to drill 
410 metres deep into the seafloor of the Arc-
tic Ocean, only 220 kilometres from the North 
Pole. Whereas scientific deep drilling in other 
oceans has become standard by now, the drill-
ing expedition into the ice-covered High Arc-
tic was definitely an adventure: While the ice 
breaker Vidar Viking – converted into a drill 
ship – worked at the actual drilling of the hole 
into the seafloor, the Russian ice breaker Sow-
jetski Sojus (powered by a nuclear reactor of 
75,000 horse power) and the Swedish Oden 
joined forces to crush drifting ice f loes that 
were approaching the site. All the efforts were 
rewarded with 55 million year old sediments. 
They provide insight into the climate history of 
the Arctic and revealed that the Arctic was gla-
ciated for the first time 15 million years ago.
In late summer of 1991, the research vessel Polarstern set out for an unusual expedition: Together with the Swedish 
»Oden« she reached the North Pole as the first conventionally powered research ship. Scientifically, the journey was 
also a success: both ships brought home a rich data harvest about the geology of the Arctic Ocean. The expedition is 




39 |  Joy upon reaching 
the North Pole
39
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parture, the Oden had a severe engine problem 
which was repaired in record time on Spits-
bergen. Nevertheless, she was only able to fol-
low Polarstern twelve days later. The American 
80,000 HP ice breaker Polar Star, also expect-
ed to participate in the journey, arrived late in 
Arctic waters and, finally, had to give up entire-
ly – a broken port side shaft forced her to re-
turn.
 At first, especially the geophysicists aboard 
Polarstern were sentenced to inactivity by these 
incidents: They would have needed a second 
ship for their measurements to free Polarstern’s 
way through the pack ice. Since seismic record-
ings require a ship to tow various instruments, 
the same vessel cannot, simultaneously, break 
the ice. During seismic investigations, so-called 
air guns produce sound waves under water. The 
 Spitsbergen and Canada was very sketchy until 
20 years ago. »To this day, nautical charts of the 
Arctic are notoriously unreliable«, reports AWI 
geophysicist Dr Wilfried Jokat. It would be en-
tirely possible for the true position of an under-
water mountain range to deviate one hundred 
kilometres from the chart, or for the ocean to 
be 2000 metres deeper than mapped.
 When Polarstern left Tromsø on August 
3, 1991 and set course for the Arctic Ocean, it 
was a journey into the Unknown for the 53 re-
searchers aboard the ship. »We knew basically 
nothing«, summarises Professor Dieter Fütter-
er, scientific leader of the Arctic 91 expedition, 
recalling the poor state of knowledge about the 
geological history of the Arctic Ocean at the 
time. Right at the beginning, the expedition 
seemed cursed by bad luck: Four days after de-
MULTICORER
In order to obtain intact 
sediment samples, a 
so-called »multicorer« 
(MUC) is used. This 
instrument is lowered to 
the seaf loor, and eight 
or 12 plexiglass tubes 
retrieve sediment cores 
of up to 50 cm length. 
Operating the MUC 
in great water depths 
(> 4000 m) may take 
several hours.
40 | In order to obtain large volume samples from the seaf loor, a box corer is used. The ship’s winch facili-
tates retrieval of the instrument, sample included. After opening of the box, the sediments are sampled.
40




measurements, for instance, that were finally 
taken with support of the Oden, provided the 
basis for deep drilling in 2004.
 Wilfried Jokat was even compensated for 
the idle outward journey. In 2001, the geophys-
icist was able to make up for his missing meas-
urements. Along Gakkel Ridge, an extension 
of the gigantic underwater mountain range 
stretching across the Atlantic, Jokat and his 
colleagues were surprised to discover a series 
of active volcanoes. 
waves penetrate into the seafloor and are re-
f lected by boundary layers. These echoes from 
the ocean f loor are recorded by sound receiv-
ers (hydrophones) that are located in a tube of 
several hundred metres length, the so-called 
streamer, also towed by the vessel. On the out-
ward journey, geophysicists were only able 
to record two data profiles on windless days, 
whereas the geologists hauled in one sediment 
core after another. Not until September 3rd, 
more than one month after departure from 
Tromsø, Oden and Polarstern met again, just 
to begin the return journey immediately. They 
were the first conventionally powered vessels 
to reach the North Pole on September 7.
 Despite the early glitches, both research 
ships brought home a rich data harvest that 
continues to benefit researchers today. »The 
value of the Arctic 91 expedition cannot be 
overestimated«, says Wilfried Jokat, »it was the 
first major attempt to conduct geo-scientific re-
search in the Arctic. And it became clear that 
it makes sense to take two ships. You simply 
get more results«, recounts Jokat. The seismic 
41 | Research on the 
geological history of 
various ocean regions 
involves, at least on a 
soft sediment seaf loor, a 
Kasten corer of up to 12 
m length. Once the corer 
is back on board, the 
very heavy box is taken 
to the sediment labora-
tory. This is where the 
core is described and 
sampled for various geo-
logical analyses.
41
 BATHYMETRIE (SURVEYING OF THE SEA 
FLOOR). As soon as Polarstern leaves port the 
scientific measurements begin. The multibeam so-
nar Hydrosweep DS-2 is integrated into the hull 
and uses high frequency sound waves to scan the 
seaf loor. The swath covered by the sonar beam 
is twice as wide as the water depth. The signal 
intensity also allows conclusions about bottom ir-
regularity. While on the ship, researchers of the 
AWI working group »bathymetry« already receive 
a 3-D contour model. The depth data are also 
relevant for researchers from other groups, for 
example, when planning deployment of a diving 
robot or seismic recordings.





tory and the environment of the past. Figura-
tively speaking, researchers read the climatic 
history books in archives. In this regard, Sibe-
ria is a key region. As the largest terrestrial po-
lar region, it consists to 50 percent of perma-
nently frozen soils – the »permafrost«. As in a 
deep-freezer, everything inside the soil is pre-
served at below-zero temperatures and can be 
used to re-construct the environment from the 
past. Along the Laptev Sea coasts, such valua-
ble archives are fairly accessible as ice wedges 
and frozen soils in cliffs, 20 to 30 metre high. 
The Potsdam scientists take their samples with 
chain saws, ice drills, hammer, axe and hoe.
HELPING HANDS ON HELGA
Other valuable archives in Siberia are lakes. 
Lake sediments tell the story of the lake’s ori-
gin by providing an unbroken record of contin-
ually deposited pollen, minerals and animal re-
mains. This may go as far back as in the case of 
Lama Lake in Siberia, i.e. 18,000 years. In order 
to retrieve the sediments from the bottom of 
the lake to the surface, the Potsdam scientists 
need Helga. A drill rig with winches is mounted 
Professor Hans-Wolfgang Hubberten has been 
directing the Alfred Wegener Institute’s re-
search unit in Potsdam since its establishment 
in 1992. He and his colleagues are concentrat-
ing primarily on one major research goal, i.e. 
the understanding of the global climate system 
and global climate changes with their impacts. 
Emphasis is placed on Arctic land masses, a des-
tination regularly explored by the Potsdam sci-
entists on their research expeditions. In the 
past, the Alfred Wegener Institute in Bremer-
haven had its research focus on oceans and in-
land ice sheets of polar regions. »The terres-
trial component was missing« according to 
Hubberten. »Since, here in Potsdam, we also 
include this region, the AWI is now the only 
institute in the world that investigates all as-
pects of polar regions – ocean, ice, atmosphere 
and land – and their interactions«, summaris-
es Hubberten.
READING THE LINES OF HISTORY
In order to understand current climate and be 
able to make predictions for the future, scien-
tists in Potsdam have to explore the climate his-
No more than 3.5 by 2.7 metres along the sides make it small. In fact, a real dwarf: the research raft Helga. Many polar 
expeditions of the research unit Potsdam include the smallest vessel of the Alfred Wegener Institute. Its advantages 
are obvious: It is compact, light and therefore can be transferred to Siberia on a single helicopter flight without major 
logistic effort. The story of the vessel’s name goes back in time: the raft’s crew would have been fully cut off in the 
Siberian wilderness if it had not been for secretary Helga’s old GDR telex machine. Helga was the only one who knew 
how to operate it and made contact with home. Reason enough to name the research raft after her.
Text NADINE QUERFURTH
 WILDERNESS, WIND & WAVES:
building blocks for a climate model




42 | The research raft Helga near Kong Oskar Fjord in East Greenland
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terial into the green house gases methane and 
carbon dioxide which can be released into the 
atmosphere. The scientists suspect that con-
tinued global warming may provide access to 
a carbon reservoir which has been frozen for 
80,000 years. Over the past six years, the devel-
opments have been monitored at a field station 
in the Lena Delta.
REALITY IN A CLIMATE MODEL
The geoscientists provide the monitoring data 
from the field, including temperature and oth-
er basic parameters, to their colleagues work-
ing in the research area of »Arctic Climate 
Simulations«. Professor Klaus Dethloff in Pots-
dam leads this group and is interested in un-
derstanding the major interactions of the cli-
mate system. Apart from field studies, standard 
methodology includes the use of mathematical 
models simulating current Arctic climate. Once 
this is successful, scientists will also be able to 
model future climate. »It is complicated, how-
ever, to represent reality in a model because 
the climate is so complex and chaotic that it 
is difficult to predict«, says meteorologists Dr 
Annette Rinke. »In addition, the climate is not 
only influenced by phenomena such as CO2-
emissions caused by humans, but also by natu-
ral f luctuations.« For 10 years, the Potsdam re-
searchers have worked with a regional climate 
model for the Arctic. However, the permafrost 
data are only a fraction of what represents meat 
on the bones of the model. The Arctic cannot 
be described by the geographical distribution 
of land and sea alone. Its high complexity re-
quires that atmosphere, ice, ocean, permafrost 
and land be considered together in this specif-
ic case. Among these systems, there are feed-
back mechanisms controlling the Arctic cli-
mate. One of them is the »ice-albedo« feedback. 
This is the term describing the ref lective capac-
ity of snow and ice surfaces. Approximately 80 
percent of the incoming radiation is ref lected 
by such surfaces. Although the ice-albedo feed-
back mechanism has been incorporated in cli-
mate models, current global models are still 
too inaccurate to simulate the Arctic climate.
aboard the »drill ship«. Everything is operated 
manually as engines would only increase Hel-
ga’s weight unnecessarily. Finally, a sediment 
core is brought up. It »tells« who and what lived 
in the lake’s vicinity many thousand years ago. 
Even various colours in a drill core provide in-
formation and are the result of certain environ-
mental conditions. Pollen from spruce or birch 
trees, for instance, leaves distinctly different 
traces than grasses. Using the wealth of infor-
mation contained in both archives, the scien-
tists have been able to reconstruct climate and 
environmental conditions from the last glaci-
ation in Siberia: lakes and peat landscapes al-
ternating with dry and desert-like areas were 
characteristic of the region. Insects and small 
mammals frolicked in the grasslands, and 
mammoth and bison herds roamed the lush, 
grassy tundra.
FROZEN SOIL RESERVOIRS
Siberia’s permafrost does not only hold valu-
able information that enables Potsdam scien-
tists to understand the past climate. It is also 
a reservoir of organic material with major sig-
nificance for future global climate. Every sum-
mer, the ice within the top 0.3 to 1.5 metres 
of permafrost soil starts thawing. Microscop-
ic soil organisms begin to convert organic ma-
43 | By means of a 
captive balloon, mete-
orological instruments 
are taken to three 
kilometres altitude over 
several hours.
43




RELIABLE DOCUMENTATION OF CLIMATE CHANGES
»Not until we combine the information from 
regional and global models«, says Rinke, »will 
we be able to document changes in climate reli-
ably«. In the context of GLIMPSE, this has been 
achieved successfully. The data which will be 
fed into the models in the future continue to 
come from the field stations and expeditions 
in Siberia, as well as from satellites or the Al-
fred Wegener Institute in Bremerhaven. And, of 
course, from Helga. Over the years, Helga has ad-
vanced from a small research raft to a geophysi-
cal monitoring vessel, Professor Hubberten says 
with a smile. Helga is now graced with some 
decorative metal plates, an engine and various 
high-tech recording instruments. Nevertheless, 
she remains the smallest research ship of the 
Alfred Wegener Institute.  
A GLIMPSE INTO THE FUTURE
Therefore, the exciting question for Professor 
Klaus Dethloff and his colleagues is whether 
Arctic processes, like the ice-albedo feedback, 
influence the global climate. Investigation of 
this link is the objective of the European re-
search project GLIMPSE (Global Implications 
of Arctic Climate Processes and Feedbacks), co-
ordinated from Potsdam by Professor Dethloff. 
Within the GLIMPSE framework, a more real-
istic representation of the backscattered solar 
radiation from ice and snow surfaces (albedo) 
has been integrated into a global model, and 
the global effects calculated. The consequenc-
es for global climate are enormous. They can 
be felt even in the tropics. »The Arctic becomes 
colder and temperate latitudes start warm-
ing up«, Rinke explains the brand new results. 
What happens is this: Usually, it is cold in the 
Arctic and warm in the tropics. There is a con-
tinual exchange of air masses between the two 
regions: Warm air is transferred from the trop-
ics to the poles by large scale circulation. A 
change in the ice-albedo feedback mechanism 
in the Arctic will influence the circulation in 
the whole atmosphere.
THE NEW LABORATORY 
BUILDING 
of the AWI research unit 
Potsdam was inaugu-
rated in 1999.
 POLAR RESEARCH IN POTSDAM – A LONG STANDING TRADITION. Polar research in Potsdam 
has had a long tradition through the former »Königlich-Preußische Observatorien«. During the GDR era, 
polar research was coordinated in the Potsdam »Central Institute for Physics of the Earth«. Immediately 
after the German re-unification, the future of Potsdam was uncertain. However, through the inaugura-
tion of the research unit Potsdam as part of the Alfred Wegener Institute on March 11, 1992, it has been 
possible to sustain Potsdam as a location for polar research. This success is largely due to the efforts of 
Professor Gotthilf Hempel, Director of the AWI at the time. The new objective was to build on the valuable 
experience of Antarctic research gathered in the former GDR. Previously, the Alfred Wegener Institute had 
explored primarily the polar oceans, and the East German scientists had concentrated on ice-free regions 
of the Antarctic. Therefore, the establishment of the research unit Potsdam did not lead to overlap of re-
search objectives. Instead, as Gotthilf Hempel phrased it, the »two arms of the river that is German polar 
research« complemented one another perfectly. 





Being in touch with research: With regular and special events, such as exhibitions and presentations, excursions and 
interactive campaigns, the Alfred Wegener Institute makes contact with the public.
Text KAROLINE SCHACHT
UP CLOSE  
the Year of Geosciences 2005 (Jahr der Geowissenschaften) 
and the institute anniversary in 2005 when Bremen and 
Bremerhaven have also been designated as »City of Science« 
in 2005.
 What does media and public relations work mean for a 
research institution? »This institute spends public funds«, 
describes Margarete Pauls, »and it is our job to show the 
public how the money is spent and why it is necessary to do 
so.« Some of her department’s daily routine tasks include 
making contact with the media and uploading of general 
Media and public relations work has been a consideration at 
the Alfred Wegener Institute right from the beginning, just 
as it has been common practice in the Helmholtz Associa-
tion (then AGF Working Group of Large Scale Facilities). »Po-
lar Research then and now« was the title of the first exhibi-
tion that travelled nationally, and, in 1986, a seminar series 
was established together with Bremerhaven’s Adult Educa-
tion Centre »Volkshochschule«. Nowadays, the programme 
of public relations work can only be accomplished through 
the efforts of a full team, especially considering times like 
44 | Art installation of the artist group »Polarfront« at Bremerhaven’s 
Weser beach during the Year of Geoscience in 2002.




munication has had a long standing tradition at the Alfred 
Wegener Institute, but has changed considerably over the 
past 25 years. The institute has embraced this challenge and 
still remains in close touch with its community. 
and current information to the AWI internet pages. In addi-
tion, all public documents, such as biannual reports and in-
formation brochures, are produced here. But also the sem-
inar series of the institute, the documentary film »Ice and 
sea«, and rotating exhibitions are developed by the group. 
One of the first highlights of this work was the special ex-
hibition »125 years of German polar research« with the Ger-
man Maritime Museum which went on the road in 1993, 
starting in Bremerhaven and visiting Frankfurt, Potsdam, 
Bremen, Bonn and Rostock. This kind of work guarantees 
genuine direct contact with the public, and, to date, has 
reached remarkable dimensions.
 What is successful media and public relations work? 
»Success is not easily measurable for us«, says engineer 
Pauls. »Getting a strong media response after a press re-
lease is one measure of success.« Another one is the increas-
ing size of the press collection over the years, or the rising 
number of requests for information by media and journal-
ists.
 Moreover: »Our media and public relations work de-
pends on the collaboration of everyone in the institute. This 
is essential for us to be successful«, adds Pauls.
 The AWI has long had a reputation for organising unu-
sual activities with and for the public. The Polarstern expe-
dition for high school in 1998, the publication of expedition 
reports on the internet, the book »Eiskalte Entdeckungen« 
(published at Delius Klasing), and fine arts projects such as 
the »Library of the Ice« are just some examples. Science com-
45 | The travelling exhibition »125 
years of German polar research« at 
its Potsdam station
46 | Children are easily captivated 
by exhibition objects associated 
with polar research.
47 | The Cologne artist Lutz Fritsch 
during the installation of the «li brary 
on the ice« at Neumayer Station
 TO MAKE SCIENCE UNDERSTANDABLE. Apart from 
scientific publications, the AWI also produces information 
material for public interest. Leaf lets about the institute, its re-
search vessels and the polar stations provide an overview over 
the facilities and infrastructure. Subjects of particular inter-
est are profiled through illustrative brochures. The extensive 
biannual report includes updates from the scientific working 
groups, as well as information about expedition programmes, 
logistics, international cooperation, budget development and 
a list of publications for that period.
Guided tours of the institute are offered by appointment. For 
this purpose, please contact Press office, 
Tel: ++49 (0)4 71 / 48 31 - 11 12 or 
email: awi-pr@awi-bremerhaven.de
In addition, further current information is available on our 
website: http://www.awi-bremerhaven.de.





The cove, which is ice-free in summer, 
provides excellent opportunities for the 
exploration and understanding of Ant-
arctic ecosystems, last but not least on 
account of the diving facilities present. 
Based at the first Antarctic research sta-
tion that is operated jointly by several 
nations, scientists have been investigat-
ing the cove’s ecosystem since January 
1994. »Cooperation not only exists on 
paper; currently a German-Argentine-
an research duo jointly investigates al-
gal resistance against ultraviolet so-
lar radiation«, says Professor Christian 
Wiencke, scientific coordinator of the 
laboratory at the Alfred Wegener Insti-
tute. The Dallmann Laboratory is affil-
iated with the Argentinean Jubany Sta-
tion. The Argentineans also look after 
the food supply and, if necessary, ar-
range for medical support. The Neth-
erlands are the third associated part-
ner. During the Antarctic summer, up 
to twelve scientists share accommoda-
tion and work space at Dallmann Labo-
ratory, by the end of 2005, the number 
of spaces shall increase to 14. 
Sheltered bays are rare in the Antarctic. The German polar researcher Eduard Dallmann also knew this and, sailing 
aboard his ship »Grönland« at the end of the 19th century, sought refuge from polar storms in Potter Cove on King 
George Island. Today, this is where the Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research has established the 
Dallmann Laboratory, named after the navigator and skipper.
Text ANDREAS WOHLTMANN
Aquaria, as well as wet and dry labo-
ratories, enable corresponding stud-
ies under standardised conditions. »We 
started with an inventory of the organ-
isms in the cove, then we investigated 
ICE-FREE in the Antarctic 
48 | Interior of the Dallmann Laboratory




Currently, Potter Cove ranks among 
the best studied ecosystems in the Ant-
arctic, and the scientific progress has 
been documented in masses of publi-
cations. Nevertheless, the interactions 
between organisms as well as the sta-
bility of the overall system remain only 
partially understood, and further re-
search is necessary. For the interna-
tional Polar Year 2007 to 2008, it is 
planned to examine the effects of accel-
erated glacial melting. Large amounts 
of sediments are washed into the wa-
ter by ice masses and are deposited on 
the seafloor. Animals with little abili-
ty to move, such as sponges, can be vir-
tually buried by this load. As a result of 
increased turbidity, light cannot pen-
etrate as far into the water, probably 
affecting the photosynthetically active 
algae. 
 
their interactions, and now we are an-
alysing the impact of human interven-
tions, using computer models to assess 
them«, Wiencke describes the research 
approaches. In this context, the distur-
bances by scientists working in Potter 
Cove are of minor interest compared 
to global phenomena such as increas-
ing green house gases and depletion 
of the protective ozone layer. Hence, 
the effects of rising UV radiation on 
macroalgae (seaweeds) are studied in 
the cove. »Macroalgae are very impor-
tant primary producers here, and we 
hypothesise that they are more sensi-
tive to UV radiation than their Arctic 
cousins«, Wiencke explains. »A major 
decline of seaweed populations would 
have dramatic effects for all life in the 
cove because the algae are at the base 
of a complex food chain.«
 
However, it is not only the algae’s role 
in the Antarctic coastal ecosystem that 
is exciting. The pharmaceutical indus-
try has expressed interest in the sea-
weed’s ability to protect itself, with-
in limits, against UV. Their search for 
better UV blockers in sunscreen lo-
tions also stimulated collaboration 
with  scientists of the Alfred Wegener 
 Institute. 
49 | The Potter Bight, place of the Dallmann Laboratory 
at Jubany Station on the Antarctic Peninsula





Among all mammals, Weddell seals have ventured furthest into the cold south. The seemingly lazy animals are masters 
of energy conservation. Using sophisticated measuring equipment, AWI biologists gain insights into the ocean mam-









were used to document the ups and downs of 
the seals under water. Even those simple meas-
urements yielded unexpected results: the re-
searchers found that the seals hunted their 
prey either in shallow water above 150 metres, 
or near the sea f loor at approximately 450 me-
tres depth. »Apparently, food is distributed un-
evenly in the ocean, and only certain strata are 
worth the fishing effort for the seals«, explains 
Joachim Plötz. The diving behaviour of the 
seals is influenced by a physical phenomenon: 
The so-called thermo- or halocline is character-
ised by an equally abrupt decline in tempera-
ture and increase in salinity at approximately 
150 metre depth. Above this stable boundary, 
the water body is slightly warmer and large 
quantities of sinking ice algae and other or-
ganic particles accumulate here – an attrac-
tive food source for small crustaceans, fish and 
fish predators such as Weddell seals. In the up-
per »f loors« of the ocean, only one species is of 
significance in the seals’ diet: the Antarctic sil-
verfish. The herring-like fish represent small 
but fatty snacks of an average 30 grams. Occa-
sionally, they travel along the coast in larger 
schools below the sea ice.
 More recently, the diving routes of the 
seals have been recorded in three dimensions. 
The new recording system was first used in De-
cember of 2003. For the first time, the collect-
ed data revealed information about the seals’ 
speed, direction and body inclination while 
swimming, as well as about their hunting be-
haviour.
 Three animals were even equipped with 
small cameras by a team of AWI researchers, to-
gether with biologists from Kiel and Tokyo. It 
turned out that seals are also able to find food 
underneath the ice shelf at just over 150 me-
tres water depth. »This is where many small 
animals »hang out« that are eaten by the prey 
fishes of the seals«, suggests Bornemann. The 
next step will be to take advantage of the seals 
in  exploring the underside of the ice shelf fur-
ther. 
Dr Joachim Plötz and Dr Horst Bornemann are 
considered as somewhat exotic among biolo-
gists of the Alfred Wegener Institute. Most of 
their colleagues study marine organisms that 
are only centimetres and often microscopic 
in size, such as unicellular plankton or small 
crustaceans. Plötz and Bornemann’s research 
objects are considerably larger: Adult Weddell 
seals grow to three metre length and weigh 
roughly half a ton. In their search for food in the 
sea, the animals are primarily active at night. 
In the early morning hours, the visibly exhaust-
ed heavy-weights pull themselves through the 
narrow cracks onto the ice and take a long rest. 
During several expeditions since 1985, Plötz 
and Bornemann have investigated which food 
is preferred by the seals and where they find 
their prey. Every two to three years, and togeth-
er with two or three other colleagues, the sci-
entist duo has spent up to eight weeks in the 
Antarctic ice: Five red glass-fibre igloos, called 
tomatoes, served as bedroom, kitchen and stor-
age space.
 Their research area is Drescher Inlet, a 
25 kilometre opening in the Riiser Larsen Ice 
Shelf, roughly 400 kilometres southwest of 
Neumayer Station. The two-metre layer of ice in 
the inlet remains closed until late in the Aus-
tral summer. This is ideal for the researchers, 
but also for the Weddell seals: On the fast ice, 
the animals are protected from killer whales 
and leopard seals and find secure resting plac-
es for lazing around, as well as for giving birth 
and rearing their pups. Whatever else is need-
ed in a seal’s life happens under water: Hunt-
ing prey, battling rivals and mating, all takes 
place beneath the ice.
 Weddell seals often return to the same rest-
ing places after their underwater excursions. 
The researchers take advantage of this habit 
in that they are able to retrieve recording sen-
sors that were previously attached to the seals, 
when they re-capture the animals after a few 
days. »The microchip technology has developed 
at an enormous rate; the instruments that we 
use today are worlds apart from the ones ten 
years ago«, says Horst Bornemann. During the 
Drescher expedition in 1995, depth recorders 
50 | Weddell seals re-
main on the fast ice 
until late in the Austral 
summer for safe rearing 
of their pups.





currents. However, the AWI is more 
than a research power house. The in-
stitute is also a forge for ideas and a 
technological development laboratory. 
As extreme as the environments of the 
polar regions and the deep sea, as re-
lentless are the demands placed on the 
No question about it: the Alfred Wege-
ner Institute conducts fundamental re-
search. From Bremerhaven, scientists 
venture into the most remote corners 
of the planet. They strive to decipher 
the rules of the climate game and seek 
to unravel the complexities of ocean 
technical equipment. Instruments for 
challenging work assignments are not 
available off-the-shelf. Often it is neces-
sary to custom-design and -build specif-
ic equipment. In this process, AWI em-
ployees have created many instruments 
that are also useful for others. Hence, 
For several years, the Alfred Wegener Institute has been promoting technology transfer. The number of patent ap-
plications is on the rise. This is a result of black-violet pigments from the ocean, or home-made marine technology, 
also stirring the interest of industry. Since the establishment of the first private spin off company in 1996, a number of 
employees have taken the first steps towards an independent business.
Text TIM SCHRÖDER
PREPARING BLACK BEAUTY 
to join the race
51 | The sediment bacterium Pseudoalteromonas (»Black Beauty«), 
bacterial mats and colonies on seawater agar medium.




terprises was the company iSiTEC that 
specialised in sensor- and control tech-
nology. The firm continues to design 
scientific equipment, such as solar ra-
diation simulators, for the laborato-
ry. In addition, however, the company 
presently also offers monitoring in-
struments, sensors and control units 
for other sectors.
 The AWI has filed roughly 80 pat-
ents to date. One of them is the breed-
ing of Black Beauty. This bacterial 
strain from the ocean f loor produc-
es a black-violet pigment in previous-
ly unmatched concentrations. The 
substance is non-toxic and provides a 
welcome alternative for the red-blue 
colouring agent Monascin, nowadays 
banned in the food industry. In the fu-
ture, even toys and textiles will be able 
to glisten in black-beauty brilliance.
 At present, the AWI is in the proc-
ess of planning an »Institute for Applied 
Marine Research«. Research results with 
practical application potential will be 
marketed more efficiently through the 
new institution, e.g. within biomet-
rics. In this field, biological function 
patterns are transferred to practical 
applications. Researchers have trans-
for some time the AWI has supported 
the marketing of particularly prom-
ising innovative developments. »Even 
though we cannot manage the founda-
tion like an industrial enterprise«, says 
Dr Eberhard Sauter, currently technol-
ogy transfer representative at the AWI, 
»we still make sure that our good ideas 
are secured through patents.« In 1988, 
Dr Helmut Tüg filed the first AWI pat-
ent application: a particle counter, 
his own invention. Whereas, ten years 
ago, the institute filed only about one 
patent application annually, in 2004, 
there were already 10. This is partial-
ly a result of Sauter’s efforts. The ge-
ochemist spends half of his working 
hours finding promising innovations 
within the AWI and encouraging col-
leagues to file their inventions. »In 
some cases, we can generate addition-
al funds from licences«, says Sauter. 
»However, more important for us is 
the structural development of our re-
gion, i.e. the creation of employment 
through good ideas.«
 Over the past years, AWI scientists 
have repeatedly established independ-
ent businesses with innovative ideas. 
In 1996, the first of a series of such en-
ferred the construction design of dia-
toms, for example, to technical prod-
ucts. The intricate architecture of the 
circular diatom genus Arachnoidiscus 
was used as a model for an elegant and 
robust, ultra-light car rim. Aside from 
other projects within the aquaculture 
field, staff members of the AWI intend 
to increasingly offer scientific apprais-
als. Within this context, new marine 
products could be tested for their suit-
ability in the food sector, and the ef-
fects of anthropogenic pollutants in 
the marine environment could be in-
vestigated.
 Together with colleagues of the 
new institute and other partners, the 
AWI is planning to enhance the utili-
sation of enzymes from polar marine 
organisms over the next few years. 
Among these substances are proteins, 
for instance, which boost metabolic 
processes at extremely low tempera-
tures. Of particular interest is the ap-
plication of these in the food and phar-
maceutical sector. Processes which 
currently require relatively high tem-
peratures to run would then be able to 
operate at room temperature – an easy 
method to conserve energy. 
52 | Dr Helmut Tüg (right) was responsible 
for technology transfer at the AWI from 
1988 to 2003 and therefore one of the very 
early pioneers. 
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In order to answer these questions, Pörtner and his col-
leagues do primarily one thing: they compare. In their labo-
ratories, they keep eelpout from Antarctica and the Wadden 
Sea as well as bivalves from the Irish and the South Polar 
Seas. Among other data, the scientists record at which tem-
perature the animals grow best and produce the most off-
spring. For a long time, the effects of temperature f luctua-
tions have been unclear. »Meanwhile we have found that the 
capacity for oxygen uptake and distribution in the body is 
limited to a certain temperature range, primarily determin-
ing the thresholds of temperature tolerance«, Pörtner says.
 Until several years ago, Pörtner was making use of clas-
sic physiological investigation methods. Animals were ex-
The oceans appear endless. However, for most marine or-
ganisms the vastness has its limits, i.e. invisible boundaries 
which are, nevertheless, insurmountable. Almost no spe-
cies can exist everywhere – in warm and cold, in shallow 
and deep waters. Hans-Otto Pörtner is one of the experts in-
vestigating physiological limits of species distribution. The 
ecophysiologist wants to find out how marine animals have 
adapted to their habitats and why they, like captives in an 
enormous cage, are only able to survive there. Why, for in-
stance, does the Antarctic bivalve Limopsis marionensis die 
of heat shock at only 2 degrees Celsius? How has the climate 
actually influenced the evolution and geographical distri-
bution of species?
The climate has a significant impact on the distribution of species in the ocean. Professor Hans-Otto Pörtner and his 
colleagues of the division Marine Animal Physiology investigate the parameters involved. For this purpose, the eco-
physiologist not only records oxygen concentration and pH inside an animal’s body but since 1997, he has also used 
magnetic fields to study live organisms in a less intrusive way – entirely without a scalpel.
Text TIM SCHRÖDER
THE LIMITS OF LIFE
53 
|
 The magnetic resonance laboratory of the ecophysiologists.




worms, tolerate high carbon dioxide concentrations. Mean-
while, this particular work by AWI researchers has gained 
extra significance since scientists, at the end of the 1990s, 
have added deep sea disposal of the greenhouse gas CO2 
to the agenda of marine research. Pörtner: »Carbon diox-
ide not only acts as a greenhouse gas, but also changes the 
ocean’s water chemistry, especially the pH.« In experiments 
it was demonstrated how this interferes with calcium car-
bonate production in marine animals, such as bivalves. In 
addition, CO2 affects the organisms’ metabolism, icluding 
deep sea and Antarctic species with low metabolic rates. Un-
der the influence of carbon dioxide, the animals go into 
a kind of hibernation from which they may never recover. 
Growth and reproduction are slowed down.
 The rate at which chemical reactions run inside the ani-
mals is of interest to the ecophysiologists for yet another rea-
son. Apparently, it significantly affects the age of the organ-
isms. It has been known that deep sea organisms and many 
species from Antarctic waters grow much older than their 
relatives from temperate latitudes. »To date, we still have 
not resolved the physiology of aging«, Pörtner sums up, »but 
we have evidence that certain antioxidants, i.e. substances 
absorbing aggressive oxygen radicals inside the body, play a 
major role in animals that age slowly.« It is now widely ac-
cepted that the oceans’ seniors lead their life in slow mo-
tion. Pörtner: »They develop more slowly, reach reproduc-
tive maturity at a later stage and have to grow older in order 
to achieve a sufficient reproductive output.« All these at-
tributes could render them highly susceptible to climate-
related changes in their environment. With such a slow re-
production, there is little room for f lexibility to respond to 
new environmental conditions. For Pörtner, this represents 
an additional motivation to explore the secrets of cold adap-
tation in animals from the polar regions. 
54 | In the magnetic resonance laboratory, metabolic processes of 
organisms can be recorded without harming the animals.
posed to certain environmental conditions, such as oxy-
gen deficiency, and examined subsequently. As part of this 
procedure, organs were removed and the concentration of 
particular substances was identified. »The disadvantage of 
this method is that organs are often studied in isolation«, 
Pörtner says. »Furthermore, trial animals die in the proc-
ess.« In 1997, everything changed with the establishment 
of a magnetic resonance laboratory. This type of technolo-
gy is more commonly known from medical diagnostics as 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). The apparatus with a 
tube sizeable enough to accommodate larger fishes makes 
use of strong magnetic fields to stimulate hydrogen atoms 
inside the body. Atoms from different tissues respond dis-
tinctly to the stimulation. Most importantly: the machine 
provides images from living organisms. The impact of tem-
perature changes can be observed directly. Using this meth-
od,  Pörtner and his colleague Dr Christian Bock were able 
to demonstrate that low temperatures caused a significant 
reduction in blood f low through particular organs of Lyre 
crabs from the English Channel. In addition, the magnetic 
resonance image shows oxygen enriched tissues with high 
blood f low. Admittedly, Pörtner’s MRI machine is smaller 
than the one in the hospital. The tube measures only 20 cen-
timetres in diameter. However, it is sufficient to run trials 
on animals submersed in small, water-filled chambers. 
 The work of the ecophysiologists, however, is not limit-
ed to the parameters temperature and oxygen. Since the es-
tablishment of the working group in 1992, the experts have 
been studying the impact of carbon dioxide (CO2) on the 
metabolism of marine organisms. Initially, emphasis was 
placed on the question how sediment dwellers, such as lug 
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Wadden Sea – low tide. Sylt scientist Susanne Diederich has to concentrate and work fast. 
Within two to three hours, her outside »work place« will be covered with water again. Only 
when the coastal mussel beds are exposed during low tide, is the biologist able to record the 
oyster population. Within one square metre, Diederich sometimes counts up to seven hundred 
animals. She selects certain oyster individuals, brings them back to the laboratory at the Wad-
den Sea Station, scrapes off the barnacle overgrowth and uses blue boating paint to mark each 
shell with a number. The scientist then returns the labelled oysters back to the tidal flats and 
observes their growth throughout the summer.
Text NADINE QUERFURTH
PIGGY-BACK into the Wadden Sea – 
new residents near Helgoland and Sylt
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lations. According to climate predictions, win-
ters with freezing temperatures will become 
less frequent. The scientists on Sylt think that 
Blue Mussels would suffer from such a develop-
ment whereas oysters would spread further.
RAPID INCREASE OF IMMIGRANT FAUNA
Professor Karsten Reise, Director of the Wadden 
Sea Station on Sylt, has been studying the Wad-
den Sea ecosystem for more than two decades. 
The rapid increase of introduced species, so-
called »neozoa«, and their potential effects on 
native communities has been a major focus of 
his interest. Karsten Reise estimates that at least 
80 species from all over the world have found 
a new home in the North Sea. The slipper lim-
pet, for instance, piggy-backed from the North 
American east coast to the North Sea where 
dense carpets of the animals are now covering 
the seafloor. The slipper limpet, a filter feeder, 
lives attached to bivalves. In its second home, 
it has selected mainly Blue Mussels to grow on. 
Hence, Blue Mussels face a dual problem: over-
grown with oysters on the one hand and cov-
ered by slipper limpets in addition, the doubly-
troubled mussels grow more slowly than usual 
and die earlier. Humans and shipping traffic 
both contribute to the introduction of species 
The oysters that Susanne Diederich counts and 
measures on tidal f lats around Sylt are not the 
native European species of oyster that used to 
be common around here. Extensive harvesting 
destroyed the populations in the 1920s. In or-
der to replace the European Oyster, another 
species, the Pacific Oyster from Japan was in-
troduced to the Wadden Sea for aquaculture 
purposes. Survival of the warm water adapt-
ed Japanese oyster in the cold North Sea waters 
seemed unlikely at the time. However, contra-
ry to all expectations, the newcomers not only 
survived but also spread quickly by means of 
mobile larvae. A series of warm summers led to 
an invasion of Japanese oysters. They overgrew 
the native Blue Mussel beds and turned them 
into oyster reefs.
BLUE MUSSEL BLUES? 
Susanne Diederich and her colleagues are wor-
ried that the Japanese oyster could replace 
the native Blue Mussel from the Wadden Sea 
around Sylt. This is one reason why Diederich 
monitors the populations and investigates 
whether a comeback for the Blue Mussel is still 
possible. The climate is a critical factor: the 
colder the water, the fewer crabs – predators 
of Blue Mussel spat – reduce the mussel popu-
55 | A biologist investi-
gates Blue Mussels; their 
aggregations, mussel 
beds, are considered 
oases of species diversity 
within the Wadden Sea.
 SYLT OYSTERS – THE BEGINNINGS OF THE WADDEN SEA STATION. They even landed on the dinner 
plate of Csarina Katharina II in distant St Petersburg: oysters from Sylt. During the mid 19th century, the 
delicacy was so popular that populations of the European oyster were entirely overexploited. In 1925, the 
oyster harvest in the North Sea was shut down for economic reasons. One year earlier, the first trials to 
cultivate oysters in large tanks on land had been initiated – the beginning of the Sylt Oyster Laboratory 
which, in 1937, gave rise to the Wadden Sea Station as a satellite post of the Helgoland Biological Institute. 
Since 1998, the station has been part of the Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research. A 
modern laboratory complex, outside seawater tanks and the research catamaran »Mya« represent excellent 
facilities for research.
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land, as it were, is a hotspot of biodiversity.« 
Such ideal conditions enable scientists to de-
velop an ever-increasing understanding of the 
complex ecosystem and the interactions be-
tween organisms.
WORLDWIDE UNIQUE: LONG-TERM OBSERVATIONS
Since 1962, technicians and scientists have 
been collecting ocean data on all working days. 
The almost unbroken monitoring series over 
such an extended period of time is scientifical-
ly invaluable. The Helgoland researchers have 
been using these records to address new ques-
tions and analyse them in different contexts 
to make predictions about the future develop-
ment of the North Sea ecosystem. The moni-
toring data will provide a major contribution 
to the political decision making process, re-
garding marine resource utilisation. Professor 
Heinz-Dieter Franke has been concerned with 
the changes to biodiversity around Helgoland 
for a long time. »Our long-term observations in-
from other waters. Within the framework of in-
ternational projects, results from this research 
will be integrated into a concept for sustaina-
ble coastal management.
 Apart from investigations at the Wadden 
Sea Station on Sylt, long-term monitoring stud-
ies of the Helgoland Biological Institute also 
demonstrate changes to the species communi-
ties in the North Sea. The institute is the ma-
rine research establishment with the longest 
tradition in Germany. As early as 1873, the first 
regular measurements in the North Sea were 
initiated. Not only scientists repeatedly charac-
terise the rocky island of Helgoland as an »oa-
sis« in the south-western North Sea. Professor 
Friedrich Buchholz, Director of the Helgoland 
Biological Institute, believes there are obvious 
reasons why marine research near the island is 
extraordinarily successful: »We are able to con-
duct research right in the North Sea all year 
round, and with more than one thousand spe-
cies, the Helgoland »oasis« houses the richest 
f lora and fauna of the German coast. Helgo-
HELGOLAND BIOLOGICAL 
INSTITUTE
In the middle of the 
North Sea, on Helgo-
land, AWI biologists 
enjoy optimal research 
conditions. 
 HELGOLAND BIOLOGICAL INSTITUTE – 150 YEARS OF MARINE RESEARCH. Helgoland has always 
attracted scientists from all over the world – among them Alexander von Humboldt and the evolutionary 
biologist Ernst Haeckel. One of the first important observations was the discovery of f luorescence in the 
ocean by Christian Gottfried Ehrenberg in 1835. Ten years later, Johannes Müller established plankton 
research on Helgoland. In 1892, the Prussian ministry of education inaugurated the »Königliche Biologische 
Anstalt« as a permanent institution. The areas of research were extended from the exploration of the 
Helgoland marine f lora and fauna to include the North and Baltic Seas and the Arctic marine regions. The 
»Königliche Biologische Anstalt« rapidly matured into an internationally renowned institution for marine 
biological research. It was destroyed in the Second World War, but re-opened in 1956 as »Biologische 
Anstalt Helgoland« (BAH). During his tenure, Professor Max Tilzer, Director of the Alfred Wegener Institute 
at the time, promoted the integration of the Helgoland Biological Institute into the AWI structure in 1998. 
The institute operates an aquarium as well as the research vessels »Aade«, »Diker«, »Uthörn« and »Heincke«. 
The BAH’s educational and training facilities are extensive: it offers university classes, marine biology 
courses, scientific diving training and research opportunities for visiting scientists.




ological Institute, Friedrich Heincke, are more 
relevant than ever: »The ocean is large, and one 
cannot approach it by small means.« 
dicate a link between climate change and spe-
cies diversity«, describes Franke. Over the past 
40 years, the water temperature has risen by 1.1 
degree Celsius, and salinity has also increased. 
Introduced species are becoming more com-
mon, native species are disappearing, reads the 
balance. Overall, however, diversity is higher 
than before, because several species are just ex-
tending their distribution. One of the new in-
habitants of the rocky shores of Helgoland is 
Idotea metallica, a sea slater with a metallic 
glimmer. It was first discovered off Helgoland 
in 1994. The slaters live on drift wood and re-
produce during the summer. Although the spe-
cies is unlikely to become a permanent resident 
of the North Sea, scientists use it as an indica-
tor organism to detect the effects of the warm-
ing ecosystem.
HELGOLAND’S SECRET HERALDIC ANIMAL
Helgoland’s secret heraldic animal is the lob-
ster, because the island is the only location in 
Germany where the species occurs naturally. At 
the end of the Second World War, the popula-
tions declined drastically and, even now, have 
not recovered. In order to save the North Sea 
lobster from extinction, another research focus 
of the scientists on Helgoland is the lobster’s 
natural history. Researchers suspect that, apart 
from destruction of the crucial rock dens, the 
rising concentration of pollutants is responsi-
ble for the dwindling population. Attempts to 
enhance the population with laboratory-reared 
lobster larvae have been unsuccessful. Helgo-
land scientists have found that water temper-
ature determines the timing of mating and 
the hatching of larvae. Higher water tempera-
tures, documented by the long-term monitor-
ing series of the Helgoland Biological Institute, 
may cause larvae to hatch too early so that they 
starve because they do not find enough food.
 In view of the highly diverse and complex 
connections in the North Sea ecosystem, the 
words of the first Director of the Helgoland Bi-
56 | Scientists investi-









west. This iceberg carries the German Filchner 
Station. (…) 
 Wilhelm Filchner knew that he was stand-
ing on f loating ice. In 1911/12, he was sailing in 
the Antarctic Weddell Sea aboard the »Deutsch-
land«, searching for a passage through the con-
tinent alongside the ice edge. When he decided 
on a location for the base camp, he was still full 
of hope »that the ice island a (figure 72) would 
not drift away, especially since it had been glued 
in place for many years (…)« (W. Filchner: To the 
sixth continent, pp. 220). He had a wooden cabin 
For more than ten years, Filchner Station 
served as a summer base for expeditions to the 
ice shelf. Until the ice broke.
OCTOBER 13, 1998 
PRESS RELEASE, ALFRED WEGENER INSTITUTE
By means of satellite imagery, scientists of the 
British Antarctic Survey detected an iceberg of 
150 by 35 kilometre dimensions that detached 
from the Ronne Ice Shelf at 77° S and 50° 
IN THE FLOW OF ICE
57 | In 1982, Filchner Station was established on one of the largest 
ice shelf plates of the Antarctic in the southern Weddell Sea. After 
dismantling the station, certain parts were re-used for the con-
struction of Kohnen Station.
Text VERENA RADEMAKER-WOLFF




it is still 1400 metres high at first, at the shelf 
edge it measures only 200 metres and is rela-
tively unstable. Gigantic icebergs and ice is-
lands break off frequently.
 During the FRISP summer expeditions, ice 
drill cores were obtained from the ice shelf. 
The main finding: the thickness of the drifting 
ice shelf is not only determined by the inland 
ice and the snowfall onto the ice shelf, but a 
large portion is marine ice. Where the ice shelf 
separates from the ground, the sea water below 
melts the ice on its underside. Circulation be-
low the ice forces the water upward where it 
crystallises and attaches to the shelf from un-
derneath. Through this interaction between 
the ice shelf and the ocean, large quantities of 
very saline cold water are formed. The process 
contributes significantly to the development 
of cold Antarctic bottom water and is thought 
to be the origin of the bottom water current 
that controls the f low conditions of the world’s 
oceans. However, the ice dynamics, particular-
ly on the shelf underside, remain largely un-
explored. After work on the Filchner-Ronne Ice 
Shelf had been completed, Kohnen Station was 
established as another location for further ex-
peditions, and the containers were reassem-
bled. This time, though, they were positioned 
on the inland ice.
FEBRUARY 11, 1999
DISMANTLING OF FILCHNER STATION, DAY 12
(…) Two VW mini vans make one last trip to the 
station to pick up the bivouac boxes that could 
not be moved to Polarstern during the night. 
At the site of the former Filchner Station, only 
the support beams anchored in the ice and the 
platform (longitudinal and cross beams with 
the welded walkway grates) were left behind. 
built. Wind came up. The ice broke, and sudden-
ly the camp was moving on a f loating iceberg. 
Filchner »f led« northward with the »Deutsch-
land«.
 Almost 70 years later, scientists of the Al-
fred Wegener Institute in Bremerhaven were 
seeking a suitable place for an over-wintering 
station on the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf. Several 
potential locations alongside the ice edge had 
been identified. A landing site in the southern 
Weddell Sea appeared to offer the best condi-
tions. However, one year later, when construc-
tion was scheduled to begin, the place was in-
accessible and, hence, Neumayer Station was 
built 800 kilometres further northeast in Akta 
Bay. A collection of containers served as a lo-
gistic base until the station was completed in 
1981. Simultaneously, preparations were car-
ried out for a large-scale project, the »Filchner-
Ronne Ice Shelf Programme« (FRISP). It was ded-
icated to the exploration of the dynamics and 
mass budget of the colossal Filchner-Ronne Ice 
Shelf. FRISP was lacking an operational base on 
the ice edge in the southern Weddell Sea. This 
is what prompted the shipping of the former 
construction containers to the original, treach-
erous landing site, and Filchner Station was es-
tablished 20 kilometres inland.
FEBRUARY 2, 1999
DISMANTLING OF FILCHNER STATION, DAY 3
Used chainsaw to cut free remaining area of 
van garage. VW minivan is completely ice-cov-
ered, roof is caving in under weight of snow. 
Nevertheless, engine starts after preheating 
without problems (...).
 Extending over 500,000 square kilome-
tres, the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf is the second 
largest on earth. Moving 1400 metres per year, 
three gigantic ice streams f low alongside the 
edge of the Ronne Ice Shelf towards the Wed-
dell Sea, constituting one quarter of the to-
tal ice drained in the Western Antarctic. Only 
700 kilometres further inland, at the so-called 
»grounding line«, the ice loses contact with the 
ground below, drifting on sea water. Whereas 





drifts across the North Pole to the coast 
of Greenland. Hence, the key to the gi-
gantic northern ice mass, its coming 
and going, its impact on climate and 
marine currents, should be sought in 
the Laptev Sea. With the fall of the 
iron curtain in the early 90s, this final-
For many decades, the cradle of the 
Arctic ice has been inaccessible for 
Western researchers. It is located on 
the Siberian coast, in the Laptev Sea, 
where large Russian rivers such as the 
Lena run into the ocean. A major por-
tion of the Arctic ice is formed here. It 
ly became possible. Scientists from the 
Alfred Wegener Institute and experts 
from Kiel took advantage of this op-
portunity and made contact with their 
Russian colleagues. In 1993, the coop-
erative research on the Siberian coast 
began through the joint project »Sys-
For almost twenty years, Russian and German polar researchers have explored the Arctic and Antarctic together. Five 
years ago they moved into a joint home – the Otto Schmidt Laboratory.
Text TIM SCHRÖDER
FRIENDSHIP ON THE ICE
58 | The Russian-German research camp at Levinsson – Lessing Lake; Taimyr Peninsula




the educational training of upcoming 
specialists. On the South Pole, the Ger-
man-Russian collaboration was estab-
lished much earlier than in the Arctic. 
Contacts had existed for many years, 
because GDR researchers were able to 
participate in Soviet expeditions to the 
Antarctic. Since the foundation of the 
AWI, German and Russian research-
ers have been working together – both 
on the collection of physical and me-
teorological data and on the transport 
of scientific equipment. In autumn of 
1989, for instance, Polarstern and the 
Russian ice breaker »Akademik Fedor-
ov« went on a joint expedition to the 
Antarctic Weddell Sea. Together with 
experts from other nations, their goal 
was to record the transport of warm wa-
ter, salt and sea ice within the so-called 
»Weddell Gyre«. The monitoring expe-
dition was the overture to a four-year 
international research programme. 
The fact that German and Russian re-
searchers tackle issues jointly has be-
come almost a matter of course. The 
Russian colleagues have been operat-
ing an airline that uses Iljuschin trans-
porters to f ly researchers from Cape 
Town directly into the Antarctic. This 
tem Laptev Sea«. Within this project, 
not only the marine regions are inves-
tigated, but also the Siberian land ar-
eas. The scientists have used ice cores 
to drill into the permafrost. They re-
trieved soil samples that provided in-
formation about the changes in cli-
mate over the past thousands of years. 
Together, scientists were able, for the 
first time, to record meteorological 
data throughout a full year. They have 
monitored parameters such as temper-
ature, wind speed and precipitation 
continually and thus have collected in-
formation that is crucial for the un-
derstanding of Arctic climate. For five 
years, the German-Russian cooperation 
has been well established. In October 
2000, the AWI and the Russian Arctic 
and Antarctic Research Institute joint-
ly inaugurated the Otto Schmidt Labo-
ratory in St Petersburg. Here, German 
and Russian colleagues collaborate per-
manently in cooperative projects – es-
pecially in the further investigation of 
the Laptev Sea. In addition, the inter-
national university degree programme 
»Applied Polar and Marine Research« 
was launched in St Petersburg. Lectur-
ers from both nations contribute to 
represents an enormous relief for con-
ducting research at the most souther-
ly continent, previously only accessi-
ble by ship. 
59 | Iljuschin 76 with Polar 2 during the 
DROMLAN campaign at the Russian sta-
tion Nowolasarewskaja in the Antarctic, 
December 2002
60 | German-russian permafrost expedition 









At this location, the ice is 2780 metres thick and only moves 
80 centimetres per year towards the South Polar Sea. Fur-
thermore, the ground is relatively level so that the snow 
in this region accumulates from year to year in even lay-
ers instead of being deformed by structures on the surface 
below. All of this makes for an ideal location to study Ant-
arctic climate: the layers of snow built up over hundreds of 
thousands of years document past climate records like an 
archive. This is the reason why The European Project for Ice 
Coring in Antarctica (EPICA) has chosen exactly this site to 
At the intersection of the 75th southern parallel with the 
prime meridian, the landscape looks no different than any-
where else in Antarctica: snow, snow and more snow stretch-
ing to the f lat horizon; above an endless sky that sometimes 
radiates a clear blue, sometimes shimmers in a silvery grey 
and sometimes is enveloped in heavy snow storms. Never-
theless, this place is special. Right here, in the centre of the 
remote Dronning Maud Land, in the little explored Atlantic 
sector of the Southern Continent, there is an intersection of 
three ice divides, separating massive ice streams. 
On January 11, 2001, Kohnen Station on the Antarctic inland ice celebrated its inauguration. To date, researchers of 
the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI) have drilled down to 2565 metres at this site, retrieving ice more than 200,000 years 




61 | 2892 metres above sea level: Kohnen Station




er version (atomic weight 16) – is particularly revealing. It 
allows the reconstruction of previous temperatures on the 
icy Southern Continent.
 The second drilling under the EPICA project took place 
at dome C in the Pacific sector of the Antarctic and already 
produced a temperature chart for the past 740,000 years. It 
reaches twice as far back in time as the previously oldest ice 
core from the Russian Wostok-Station, and it allows travel 
through time, covering eight ice ages with the intermedi-
ate warm periods. The data even allow some cautious pre-
dictions for the future: according to the data from Dome 
C, a very interesting warm period began 440,000 years ago 
and lasted 28,000 years, i.e. more than twice as long as all 
other recent warm periods. Similar to today, the earth trav-
elled in a nearly circular orbit. Since this will continue for 
another 15,000 to 20,000 years, the present warm period, 
the Holocene, might persist for many thousands of years to 
come.
 The EDML drilling does not go as far back in time as 
the Dome C drilling. »However, since there is more snowfall 
at DML05, the temporal resolution of the first 80,000 years 
is much better«, explains Hans Oerter. »We were particular-
ly interested in recording the latest cycle of ice ages with a 
high level of precision.« The first data analysis revealed that 
climate shifts were not as drastic as on the other side of the 
planet, in Greenland. »Overall, the temperature sequence at 
DML05 is similar to Dome C«, says Oerter. He plans to re-
turn to Kohnen Station in 2006 to participate in the drilling 
through the last 200 metres of ice above the rocky ground 
below. 
62 | Work in the EPICA ice laboratory at Kohnen Station
carry out one of two deep drillings through the Antarctic 
ice shield. 
 Since the austral summer 1999/2000, the ice divide in-
tersection has become clearly distinguishable from other 
locations in the Antarctic: At that time, Cord Drücker and 
his colleagues of the AWI logistics team, within just a few 
weeks, erected a container station on stilts. It includes a ra-
dio transmission shed, a workshop, wash rooms, a mess and 
a generator (with the waste heat being used to melt snow to 
supply water for drinking, cooking and washing). In the fol-
lowing summer, another four containers were added and 
the AWI staff excavated a trench of 60 metre length, 6 me-
tre depth and 4.5 metre width for the drilling system. By 
January 11, 2001, Kohnen Station was finished and the re-
searchers could begin drilling to retrieve cores of three me-
tre length and 98 millimetre diameter from the Antarctic 
ice shield.
 »The big question that we are addressing is whether 
glaciations began in the Arctic or the Antarctic« says Dr 
Hans Oerter. The polar researchers analyse the past climate 
through air bubbles, dust and other substances that are 
trapped inside the annually deposited layers of ice. From 
air bubbles, for instance, the concentration of the green-
house gases methane and carbon dioxide in previous cold 
and warm periods, can be deduced. The amount of accumu-
lated air-borne dust particles provides information on wind 
conditions in the past. High concentrations of sulphate ions 
which increase the conductivity of ice indicate major vol-
cano eruptions, and hence enable the calibration with oth-
er climate archives. The ratio of two oxygen isotopes in the 
snow – the rare, heavy type (atomic weight 18) and the light-
62





The green algae in the rain barrels are dividing again and again. The barrels contain seawater with different nutrient 
concentrations – a simple model to simulate conditions of the North Sea. Once a week, 22 students from a high school 
in Bremerhaven measure growth of the algae and plot the results on charts.
Text JÖRN HILDEBRANDT
 STUDENTS IN TOUCH 
with science
CONTACT
For further information about school 
projects at the Alfred Wegener Institute 
please contact Winfried Hebold-Heitz, 
Tel: ++ 49 (0)4 71 / 48 31 - 13 54 
email: whebold@awi-bremerhaven.de
63 | Early experimenting opens the mind for a future research career.




NEW CHALLENGES FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS AND SCIENTISTS
However, the new team work is also demanding: »Scientists 
often have to learn to make their research area comprehen-
sible for non-experts. And teachers have to be open to new 
forms of cooperation, and adjust to co-teaching«, Gatti elab-
orates.
 Conducting research inspires the students, fuels their 
curiosity: »It is apparent that, on AWI days, hardly any stu-
dent skips school«, says Susanne Gatti. A final product at 
the end of each project, for example a presentation in Eng-
lish as the science language, or a home-made game on evo-
lution, also helps boost the students’ motivation.
 HIGHSEA has already established first links with other 
learning sites: The topic of »nutrient loading in aquatic sys-
tems« is being investigated simultaneously by a high school 
in North Rhine-Westphalia and one far away in Alaska. This 
will allow students to compare their own results with those 
from other regions.
 For six weeks, a grade three primary school class has also 
been visiting the AWI on a regular basis. The children can 
carry out their own experiments addressing »floating and 
sinking«. And when they see and understand how and why 
ice f loats on water, the first mental links are established to 
research topics which are also a focus of the AWI. 
This ecological experiment generates its own associated 
questions: How do unicellular algae reproduce? In which 
form are nutrients dissolved in the water? Which equations 
describe the algal growth pattern? – Topics which equally 
integrate knowledge from biology, chemistry and mathe-
matics.
HIGHSEA PROMOTES EXPLORATORY LEARNING
The long-term experiment is part of the school project 
HIGHSEA which, since 2002, has been using the AWI as an 
unusual study location outside the school. HIGHSEA is an 
acronym for »HIGH School of SEA« and was developed as a 
cooperative project between the AWI and the Bremerhaven 
school board. It offers students at the senior high school lev-
el the opportunity to study the subjects of biology, chem-
istry, mathematics and English prior to graduation. Cur-
rently, 66 students from grade 11 to grade 13 work with the 
HIGHSEA project. And in 2005, the first high school gradua-
tion will be celebrated at the AWI.
 Since PISA (Programme for International Student Assess-
ment), the weaknesses of German students have become ob-
vious. Universities and research institutes are lamenting the 
German students’ deﬁ ciencies compared to their internation-
al peers. The purpose of HIGHSEA is to counterbalance this 
predicament. »We start by setting problems, just as in the re-
ality of every day research life«, explains Dr Susanne Gatti 
from AWI, who manages and coordinates the project.
 New approaches are characteristic for the lessons: the 
classic divide into subjects has disappeared, and the learn-
ing is self-organised, under close guidance from teachers 
and scientists. The HIGHSEA project offers four topics: The 
Wadden Sea ecosystem, renewable energies, current meth-
ods in genetic engineering and molecular biology, and a 
subject complex integrating neuro-, sensory and behaviour-
al biology. With this approach, the HIGHSEA project revers-
es the methods of conventional school teaching where the 
subjects exist like »islands of knowledge« separately and dis-
connected from one another. Simultaneously, the instruc-
tion complies with given standards, such as the uniform 
exam requirements (EPA) of the Standing Conference of the 
Ministers of Education and Cultural Affairs. As part of the 
project, the students are trained in a new kind of time man-
agement of their learning: Lessons are not separated into 
45 minute units, schedules are not fixed – instead, learning 
and breaks alternate according to the work requirements.
 PHD CANDIDATES, DIPLOMA CANDIDATES AND AP-
PRENTICES AT THE AWI. In contrast to the school project, which 
is still young, the educational training of apprentices as well 
as PhD and diploma candidates has had a long tradition at the 
AWI. Over the past 20 years, the institute has supervised a high 
number of apprentices from trade and technical professions. 
An average of 90 junior scientists, annually complete their uni-
versity diploma with a diploma thesis from the AWI. Since the 
AWI’s foundation, 500 natural scientists have carried out their 
doctoral research at the institute. Polar and marine research at 
the Alfred Wegener Institute would not be possible without the 
120 PhD candidates currently employed.






Polarstern was setting course for Porcu-
pine Seabight, an ocean area west of Ire-
land. A recent discovery revealed that 
corals form reefs here which stand sev-
eral hundred metres tall. The scientists 
aboard Polarstern, viewing the ocean 
ﬂ oor at more than one thousand metre 
water depth, were presented with a dis-
play of colours that is otherwise known 
only from tropical coral reefs. The deep 
sea corals grow colossal porous rock 
structures that are also of interest to 
the oil and gas industry as they are sus-
pected to contain natural resources. The 
commercial ﬁ shery, however, is putting 
In the summer of 2003, 150 scientists, 
engineers, technical staff and students 
from seven European countries board-
ed the German research vessel Po-
larstern. Also present was star guest 
Victor 6000 – the diving vehicle of the 
French marine research institute Ifrem-
er (Institut français de recherche pour 
l’exploitation de la mer). To date, the 
joint deep sea expedition to the high 
North has been the highlight of a re-
search partnership between the Alfred 
Wegener Institute and the French insti-
tute Ifremer, going back more than ten 
years. 
these structures at risk because ﬁ sh for 
the food sector are increasingly caught 
at great depths causing severe damage 
of the fragile coral colonies and their 
associated fauna.
MUD VOLCANO AT THE OCEAN FLOOR 
Northwest of Norway, approximately 
1250 metre below the sea surface, bi-
ologists and geologists of the second 
cruise leg were observing the Håkon 
Mosby mud volcano at the next station 
of the expedition. Although this geo-
morphological structure does not dis-
Text TORSTEN FISCHER UND FRANK POPPE
 CORPORATE EXPEDITION 
into the deep sea
64 | Autonomous diving vehicles facilitate 
research in inaccessible regions, such as 
the ice-covered underwater seascapes in 
the Arctic and Antarctic.
 AUTONOMOUS UNDERWATER VEHICLES. Other than ROVs (remotely operated 
vehicles), autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are not connected to a ship by cable. 
Because of their free manoeuvrability, they are particularly suitable for research opera-
tions in ice-covered regions of the ocean. The AUV carries out pre-programmed measure-
ments following a set protocol at certain water depths and directions. At the end of its 
mission, the AUV is retrieved onto the ship.
In order to be able to address as many scientific questions as possible with one AUV, it 
is designed to carry so-called payload modules. The modules consist of an array of mul-
tiple scientific instruments which can be added and removed individually for specific 
recording tasks on single diving expeditions. In close collaboration with the Ifremer, the 
deep sea working group at the AWI is currently working towards the technical develop-
ment of such payload modules.
The steering rod is manipulated carefully. The control room is nearly dark. Only the control panel lights and the reflec-
tions of the monitors illuminate the facial features of German and French marine researchers, concentrating aboard the 
german research vessel Polarstern: The scientists are manoeuvring the french deep-sea robot Victor 6000.




65 | VICTOR 6000 weights about 4 Tonnes 
and can dive to a depth of 6000 metres.
to produce energy chemosynthetical-
ly, thus totally independent from sun-
light and photosynthesis.
AT HOME IN THE ARCTIC DEEP SEA
The last leg of the expedition took the 
participants of the third scientific 
party closer to home. In 1999, the Al-
fred Wegener Institute established a 
deep sea long-term observatory west of 
Spitsbergen. The so-called »Back Yard« 
(»Hausgarten«) consists of fifteen sta-
tions between 1000 and 5500 metre 
water depth that are sampled regu-
larly and where Victor 6000 has been 
used to carry out experiments on the 
seafloor. The scientists pursue two 
goals: by means of long-term monitor-
ing they document the changes of nu-
merous environmental parameters, 
and they wish to discover why the deep 
sea is home to so many different spe-
cies.
 Mostly, these are comparatively 
small organisms, i.e. bacteria and in-
vertebrates such as roundworms, crabs 
and molluscs. The results of the expe-
dition with Victor 6000 demonstrate 
that minute changes to the structure 
of the seafloor can have a measurable 
effect on the species composition and 
charge lava like a typical volcano, it 
still spews gas, water and sediments 
from the depths of the earth to the sur-
face of the seafloor.
 In 2003, the international team of 
scientists under the expedition leader-
ship of Dr Michael Klages, Head of the 
deep sea research group at the Alfred 
Wegener Institute, made a brand new 
discovery. With the assistance of Vic-
tor 6000, the researchers observed, for 
the first time, areas of the Håkon Mos-
by where the greenhouse gas methane 
trickled out. 
 »Methane in the form of gas bub-
bles is released from the seafloor under 
very high pressure and is subsequent-
ly converted to gas hydrate. Methane 
can reach the upper water column and 
even the atmosphere«, explains geolo-
gist Professor Michael Schlüter.
METHANE IS RELEASED
The expedition members record the 
amount of gas leaking from the sea-
f loor over a certain period of time. The 
high concentrations of methane at the 
mud volcano are the reason for the de-
velopment of specialised assemblag-
es of bacteria that act as a bio-filter in 
utilising methane as a carbon source 
abundance of these small creatures. 
If, for instance, a large worm ploughs 
through the sediment, it leaves behind 
a miniature landscape of hills and val-
leys which, on a very small scale, can 
influence water f low and deposition 
patterns of sedimentary food particles.
 In future, the deep sea research-
ers plan to explore other, almost com-
pletely unknown, environments. For 
this purpose, an un-tethered under-
water vehicle is currently in the trial 
phase (see info-box »autonomous un-
derwater vehicles«). The high manoeu-
vrability of the vehicle enables mis-
sions under the Arctic pack-ice or even 
beneath the Antarctic ice shelf that is 
otherwise impossible to access. The re-
gion is the place of origin for cold wa-
ter masses, contributing significantly 
to the global system of ocean currents 
and hence impacting the earth’s cli-
mate. 
 THE REMOTELY OPERATED VE-
HICLE VICTOR 6000. Victor 6000 is a 
so-called ROV (remotely operated vehi-
cle) of the French marine research insti-
tute Ifremer. With a maximum diving 
depth of 6,000 metres, it can reach ap-
proximately 97 percent of ocean f loor 
anywhere on earth. The vehicle has sev-
eral cameras and can be outfitted with 
a variety of measuring equipment. With 
one of its remotely operated manipula-
tor arms, a grasping claw and a suction 
tube, Victor 6000 is able to pick up or-
ganisms, as well as water and sediment 
samples. Real-time data transmission 
via a fibre optics cable from the vehicle 
to the control desk aboard the ship pro-
duces high quality imagery and data 
records and allows the research mission 
to be intercepted at any time.





FROM BRILLIANT-BLUE TO GREEN-TUR-
QUOISE
Previous experiments have identified 
iron deficiency as one reason why, in 
offshore areas of the Southern Ocean, 
phytoplankton (unicellular plankton 
algae in the ocean) are limited in their 
growth. Targeted iron fertilisation in 
iron-limited ocean regions can gen-
erate plankton blooms which, with-
What happened aboard Polarstern in 
early 2004 was not at all illegal. In-
stead, it was expedition EIFEX, the »Eu-
ropean Iron Fertilisation Experiment«. 
Fourteen institutes and three compa-
nies from seven European countries 
contributed to the project. Scientists 
of the Alfred Wegener Institute for Po-
lar and Marine Research organised and 
directed the nine-week experiment.
in a few weeks, increase the algal bi-
omass many times over. As a result of 
the intense algal growth, the colour of 
the seawater changes from a brilliant-
blue at first to a green-turquoise there-
after. In the upper layers of the water 
column, the algae consume enormous 
quantities of carbon dioxide (CO2). 
The deficit is balanced by atmospher-
ic CO2 dissolving the water. The inter-
esting question is what happens to the 
The search for a suitable offshore »site of action« was completed within one week: A stationary ocean eddy within the 
Antarctic Circumpolar Current of the South Polar Sea, 1,500 kilometres south of Africa was selected for the purpose. 
On board the research ice breaker Polarstern, women and men clad in protective suits gradually released 12 tons of 
dissolved iron sulphate, available from garden supplies as lawn fertilizer, into the vessel’s wake. The ship’s propeller 
conveniently acted as a mixer, and Polarstern spread the solution across an area of 150 square kilometres by navigating 
a spiral around the »eye« of the eddy.
Text NADINE QUERFURTH
IRON RAIN FOR THE OCEAN
66 | One important antarctic 
diatom: Corethron pennatum




be fixed. Therefore, large-scale ocean 
fertilisation is no permanent solution 
for the global CO2 problem.
WHO LIVES IN A PLANKTON BLOOM?
Instead, targeted iron fertilisation rep-
resents an ideal tool for the scientists 
to understand fundamental ocean 
processes. The researchers are able to 
determine when and where to produce 
an artificial plankton bloom. This al-
lows the detailed investigation of a 
bloom with regard to the sequence of 
events, the interactions in the plank-
tonic food web and the identification 
of animal and plant species within the 
plankton. »Up to now, we have meas-
ured the total chlorophyll content of 
the plankton, i.e. we treated the plank-
ton as one large unit and did not study 
individual species. By means of iron 
fertilisation, we are now able to in-
vestigate the basic features of various 
plankton species«, says Dr Philipp Ass-
my from the Alfred Wegener Institute. 
Once scientists know more about indi-
vidual species, they will be able to de-
velop sensors with which such species 
algal bloom after the fertilisation with 
iron. Do bacteria and animal plankton 
break down the algal biomass in sur-
face waters, with CO2 returning into 
the atmosphere – hence an overall 
zero-effect? Or does the biomass sink 
into deeper ocean layers and remain 
removed from the atmosphere for cen-
turies or longer?
INTO THE DEEP SEA
Expedition EIFEX provided the answer: 
The biomass of the algal bloom sank 
down to depths of 3,000 metres and 
more. »As far as we know, EIFEX is the 
first experiment documenting in de-
tail the fate of an iron-fertilised algal 
bloom« summarises expedition leader 
Professor Victor Smetacek from the Al-
fred Wegener Institute. Smetacek and 
his colleagues witnessed a process that 
is of phenomenal significance for ge-
ochemistry, i.e. a natural mechanism 
removing CO2 from the atmosphere, 
thus regulating the climate. Through 
fertilisation of the whole South Polar 
Ocean, a maximum of only 15 percent 
of global annual CO2 emissions could 
could be detected during routine mon-
itoring expeditions.
HOPE FOR ENDANGERED SPECIES?
The iron fertilisation had an addi-
tional positive effect: the bloom facil-
itated growth of organisms consumed 
by krill. This crustacean, several cen-
timetres in size, represents virtual-
ly the only food source for many spe-
cies of whales, seals, fish, squids and 
birds. Could local iron fertilisation in-
crease the abundance of krill and, con-
sequently, lead to a recovery of the en-
dangered Blue Whale population? For 
the scientists, the prospect of produc-
ing more food for endangered species 
populations is worth a try. Therefore, 
the Alfred Wegener Institute is plan-
ning a long-term investigation north of 
the Antarctic Peninsula during the In-
ternational Polar Year 2007/2008. Pro-
fessor Smetacek is convinced: »If one 
carries out commercial iron fertilisa-
tion, it should at least be done in ar-
eas, where the marine fauna can ben-
efit.« 
67 | With a multi net it is possible to sample plankton in different depths.
68 | Algal plankton is the basis of the marine food chain; here the diatom Chaetoceros atlanticum.
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organisms trapped in the ice. At the end of the 80s, ice drill-
ings allowed, for the first time, the systematic assessment of 
sea ice thickness in polar regions, and first estimates of the 
energy balance of pack ice were released. Slowly, scientists 
recognised the important role that the variable ice-cover of 
polar oceans played for global and regional climate process-
es. Consequently, sea ice research became the centre of sci-
entific interest.
 At that time, sea ice biology offered another surpris-
ing insight: despite the extreme conditions, ice represents 
a productive environment for organisms living there. Scien-
tists from Bremerhaven, for instance, recognised the impor-
tant role that the ice plays as a grazing ground for krill dur-
For a long time, sea ice was only considered an evil, a curse 
of the cold. Forever unstable, obscurely deep and sharp-
edged, it led many explorers astray, caused ships to rupture 
and provided no security for the stranded. Hardly any scien-
tist had able to investigate the formation, let alone the char-
acteristics, of sea ice before the first polar expedition with 
the new research vessel Polarstern in 1982. The researchers 
of the Alfred Wegener Institute were the first to describe the 
structure of unusual types of ice, such as the »pancake ice«.
 When Polarstern’s bow broke through the pack ice for 
the first time, the researchers were intrigued by the green-
ish-brown colouration at the underside of the ice fragments. 
They discovered that the colouration derived from minute 
Every year, an ocean area the size of the USA freezes and thaws again. Every year, organisms from warmer, nutrient 
rich waters make their way here and continue life under extreme conditions. Sea ice represents a vast habitat and a 
factor for global climate.
Text VERENA RADEMAKER-WOLFF
UNDERSTANDING THE UNDERSIDE 
69 | Pancake ice in the Antarctic




70 | For five weeks, an ice f loe serves as a work place for scientists 
from all over the world.
anographers) aboard the research vessel made use of drill-
ings, scoops and helicopter f lights to observe changes of the 
sea ice throughout the onset of the austral summer. These 
alterations are considered a major component of the ocea-
nographic, meteorological and biological processes in the 
world’s oceans. And ISPOL rendered baff ling results: Sea ice 
in the western Weddell Sea is thicker than in the Arctic. In 
the near future, CryoSat, a satellite of the German Space 
Agency, will measure sea ice thickness as well as the sur-
face evaluation of the ice shields and ice shelves across the 
whole Arctic and Antarctic. For at least three years, the sat-
ellite will provide data to an international scientific com-
munity, including scientists from Bremerhaven. It will ena-
ble the first near-simultaneous systematic assessment of ice 
thickness at both poles: An »over-view« that might answer 
fundamental questions of climate research.  
ing the winter, and they calculated that one fourth of the 
primary production of ice-covered regions is generated in 
sea ice.
 In the early 90s, sea ice physicists of the Alfred Wegener 
Institute made a scientific breakthrough with the develop-
ment of an electromagnetic sensor (EM) for measurements 
of sea ice thickness. Initially, the EM was towed across in-
dividual ice f loes from aboard a kayak; nowadays it can as-
sess ice thickness across large areas while suspended from 
a helicopter. It was demonstrated that, in the decade from 
1991 to 2001, ice thickness between Spitsbergen and the 
North Pole in the Arctic Ocean declined by approximate-
ly 20 percent. Whether this is an indication of global cli-
mate change is still uncertain. During the ISPOL expedition 
(Ice Station POLarstern) from December 2004 until January 
2005, Polarstern was tied up to an ice f loe and spent five 
weeks drifting through the western Weddell Sea. Fifty-five 
scientists (meteorologists, biologists, glaciologists and oce-
 CAPTION
PANCAKE ICE: As seawater freezes, it first forms an ice pulp on 
the surface which, gradually, takes the shape of plate-like ice 
discs. This pancake ice continues to be compacted by wind and 
waves to f loes, and by rafting to pack ice.
ICE AND CLIMATE: The capacity of ice to ref lect solar radiation 
is five times higher than that of open sea water. If this so-called 
»albedo« decreased through additional melting of the ice cover, 
global climate would be fuelled even more. 
HABITAT SEA ICE: During the first stage of sea ice formation, 
primarily diatoms and bacteria are trapped in the ice slush. 
Particularly the solidification of fresh water crystals rising to 
the surface causes organisms to be sieved out of the water. If 
fresh water continues to freeze within the ice, highly concen-
trated brine is formed which accumulates in a ramified net-
work of so-called »brine drainage channels«. Well adapted to 
these harsh conditions, the organisms that previously inhabited 
the open water column, survive the winter in this environment. 
As long as sufficient light and nutrients are available, some of 
them even reproduce. At the end of the winter, the ice underside 
can virtually be covered in »algal gardens«.
70
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mayer Station in the Antarctic were 
the three fundamental steps that made 
this dream come true. Right from the 
beginning, our research also provided 
the context for our involvement in the 
Arctic.
And what is the goal of your work in 
these extreme environments today?
Prof. Jörn Thiede: Our research pro-
vides a contribution to global environ-
mental science and to understanding 
the qualities of the most extreme hab-
itats on earth. The dynamics and the 
rate of climate change are particular-
ly well visible at the poles. Using drill 
cores from the Greenlandic and Ant-
arctic ice sheets, for instance, we have 
been able to identify climate specifics 
from a period of several tens of thou-
sands of years with a resolution of in-
Despite the fact that the Alfred Wege-
ner Institute is located far from the 
Arctic and Antarctic, it has been con-
ducting research in the polar regions 
of the earth since 1980. For a long 
time, the institute has been among 
the most reputable of its kind. What 
is the reason for this involvement?
Prof. Jörn Thiede: Initially, Germany’s 
motivation clearly was the desire to in-
vestigate, on par with the United States 
and other nations, Antarctica as the 
last great unclaimed continent, and 
to join the Antarctic Treaty. One basic 
condition, however, was a German na-
tional research programme with our 
own vessels and our own Antarctic sta-
tion. The inauguration of the AWI as 
the centre of German polar research, 
the construction of Polarstern, and the 
establishment of the Georg von Neu-
25 years of discoveries have significantly expanded our understanding of the system earth. Nevertheless, intensive 
research continues to pose new questions so that the work of the Alfred Wegener Institute is far from over. Professor 
Jörn Thiede, Director of the institute, looks back on a quarter century of polar research in Bremerhaven and ahead to 
the questions that scientists will be addressing in the future.
Text TIM SCHRÖDER
dividual years. One of the most impor-
tant insights from this was that climate 
can vary between glacial and temperate 
conditions within a period of just sev-
eral decades.
What does this mean for current re-
search?
Prof. Jörn Thiede: The challenge will 
be to establish whether recent chang-
es in climate are exceptional or wheth-
er they represent natural phenomena 
within the range of historic variation. 
We know that sea ice cover in the Arctic 
Ocean has decreased by approximately 
20 percent over the past 15 years. We 
have to clarify whether this is unusu-
al. Our goal is to understand how the 
earth functions as a system and how at-
mosphere, biosphere, the oceans and 
the polar regions interact. This is why 
ALFRED WEGENER INSTITUTE:
Centre of German polar and marine research




envy in their West German colleagues. 
Much of their experience found its way 
into the AWI’s research unit in Pots-
dam which was founded in 1992.
How do you envisage the AWI’s work 
for the coming years and decades?
Prof. Jörn Thiede: If we want to under-
stand and be able to recognise in time 
the seemingly sudden and significant 
changes in climate, we need to increase 
the presence of researchers in the po-
lar regions. Our assessment abilities 
from satellites are still insufficient and 
do not provide all the information nec-
essary. This is why, among other ac-
tivities, we have been involved in the 
construction of a large European ice 
breaker – the »Aurora borealis«. This ice 
breaker will be the first vessel strong 
enough to stay in the Arctic over winter 
and break through winter ice layers of 
several metres thickness. It will enable 
us, for the first time, to measure cru-
cial parameters continually through-
out the winter. In the Antarctic, we 
will continue our projects in the new 
research station »Neumayer III«, sched-
uled to be completed by 2008.
our research has always been interdis-
ciplinary, and physicists, oceanogra-
phers, geologists and biologists have 
been working hand in hand.
How was it possible to unite experts 
from such a variety of disciplines un-
der one roof?
Prof. Jörn Thiede: This is partly the re-
sult of the AWI’s amalgamation with 
other institutes. In 1985, the Institute 
for Marine Research in Bremerhaven 
became part of the AWI. It has been 
concerned especially with investiga-
tions of the Wadden Sea, and coastal re-
gions and their pollution in general. In 
1998, under the leadership of then AWI 
Director Professor Max Tilzer, the »Bi-
ologische Anstalt Helgoland« with its 
station in List on Sylt joined the insti-
tute. Of major significance was also the 
unification of professional competen-
cy from Western Germany with exper-
tise from the previous GDR after break-
down of the Berlin wall. Since the early 
70s, the GDR had established an exten-
sive polar research programme. GDR 
scientists had acquired a vast knowl-
edge that occasionally invoked some 
71
71 | Aurora borealis. The projected Euro-
pean scientific ice-breaker is provided with 
a complete drilling equipment and will 
operate even in the Arctic winter sea ice.
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Finally
»HOW INDIFFERENT NATURE RIDES ROUGH-
SHOD OVER OUR ACHIEVEMENTS.«
Alfred Wegener (1880 ~ 1930), german polar scientist.
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